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INTRODUCTION

Oratorio has its roots in the liturgical drama, the mystery

plays, and miracle plays of Medieval times. It is an art form that

has evolved slowly with many composers contributing to its growth.

Oratorio takes for its province anything from the opera to the liturgy,

and combines the dramatic, narrative, reflective, didactic, and the

recreational in every conceivable proportion. It also contains the

aesthetic and the erotic, as well as the humorous and the devotional.

Oratorio is defined in different ways depending upon the au-

thority consulted. Three main classifications may be found for the

works of Handel by such biographers as Winton Dean, Newman Flower,

W. S. Rockstro, Romain Rolland, Victor Schoeler, R. A. Streatfield,

and C. F. Williams. The classifications are odes and interludes

(Alexander's Feast, Ode to St. Cecilia's Day, Ode for the Birthda of

Queen Anne), oratorios (the Messiah, Saul, Belshazzar), a Passion

Music (the St. John Passion and the Brocke's Passion). Only those

works that are considered by all authorities as oratorios and are based

on the Old Testament or Jewish history are included in this study.

Handel as an Oratorio Composer

George Frederick Handel is one of the most important com-

posers of oratorio in musical history. Between the year 1704, when he

1
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composed his Passion According to Saint John, and 1757, the year of

his last oratorio, The Triumph of Time and Truth, Handel composed

twenty nine works which have at one time or another been classified

as oratorios.

No composer before or since has produced as many compo-

sitions of such high quality in this art form. This is not to say, however,

that Handel's music is all of equally high calibre, but taken in its en-

tirety his music is superior.

In oratorio as well as in his other music Handel was not inter-

ested in being a reformer. His harmonic and stylistic practices are in

keeping with those of his contemporaries. His music does contain some

bold effects, but they are achieved as the result of striving for the best

musical expression of the thought at hand rather than for the sake of

innovation.

In contrast to Bach, who was the supreme contrapuntalist and

who made the greatest use of every detail, Handel developed detail only

so long as it contained some dramatic, emotional, or picturesque

significance. To Bach, counterpoint was an end, but to Handel it was

merely a means simply to be tossed aside when it no longer served the

dramatic purpose needed at the moment. Every type of writing can be

found in Handel's oratorios from extremely florid lines to expressive

legato; from intricate double choruses to majestic chordal compositions.
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Handel did not compose his oratorios for the purpose of express-

sing burning religious conviction but for reasons more theatrical in

nature. Christianity did not inspire him artistically but he was inspired

by the stories of the Old Testament and Classical Greece. Always

aware of what was good theatre, he was especially fond of Old Testament

characters and was a genius in their musical depiction. The only ora-

torios of Handel that show any Christian influence in their content are

his Passion According to Saint John (1704), The Passion of Christ

(1717), the Messiah (1742), and Theodora (1750).

Winton Dean points out that of the nearly six hundred oratorio

performances of Handel's works during his lifetime, only one, apart

from the charity performances given in the chapel of the Foundling

Hospital during his last years, took place in a consecrated building. 1

It is evident that Handel composed out of a sense of what was theat-

rically good rather than from religious fervor. One might imagine

successful staging of such works as Saul, Hercules, Belshazzar, and

others, and, in fact, they and others have been staged at times.

Though Handel is known today more by his oratorios than his

other works, he did not consciously set out to refine this art form but

rather entered upon it quite by accident. Even though he had composed

his Passion According To Saint John in Hamburg, and La Ressurezione

1Winton Dean, Handel's Dramatic Oratorios and Masques,
(London, 1959), p. 41.
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and Il Triofono in Italy earlier in his career, it was not until 1732 in

England that he began to realize the potential of this art form. Between

1718 and 1720 Handel had composed two theatrical masques for the Duke

of Chandos. Twelve years later Handel organized revivals of these

works. Just prior to the performances the Bishop of London intervened

and compelled Handel to perform these masques without costumes or

action. Handel was pessimistic about the possibility of their success but,

surprisingly enough, they were a great success and Handel quickly

followed up with his oratorios Deborah and Athalia in 1733. These

oratorios were mildly successful but, nonetheless, Handel reverted

to composing opera for the next several years.

In 1738, because of his failures in opera, he once again re-

turned to oratorio. With the composition of Saul in 1738, Handel began

thirteen years of great productivity interrupted only in 1745, in which

he wrote no music at all.

Ill health slowed Handel during the seven years from 1751-1757.

In 1757 he composed his last oratorio, The Triumph of Time and Truth,

a revision of his early oratorio, Il Triofono del Tempo del Disingana.

Handel's most successful oratorios are those based upon the

stories of the Old Testament. His ability to convey the drama of

these stories combined with a unique feeling for context and balance,

set Handel above his contemporaries.
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Handel died in 1759 and was buried at Westminister Abbey with

the pomp and ritual befitting a King.

Although he never joined a church he was a devout Christian and

regularly attended services. Toward the end of his life, he liked to con-

verse on religious subjects but was entirely free from sectarian bigotry.

Handelian oratorio has been examined by many historians and

from various points of view. Dean has summed it up by saying:

"We can examine the Handelian oratorio from several
angles: stylistically, as a cosmopolitan amalgam of
Italian opera, German passion, French classical theatre,
and English masque; sociologically as the epitome of that
union of edification and entertainment which for so long
served the middle class British public as the most sat-
isfactory formula for serious art; aesthetically as a new
art form in its own right and with its own laws and psy-
chologically, as the climax of Handel t s search for creative
integration. " 2

2Dean, Ibid., p. 33.



CHAPTER I

THE ORATORIOS

In the majority of Handel's oratorios, the tenor soloist plays

an important musical and dramatic role. Only in isolated instances is

the tenor of minor consequence.

The arias of Handel's opera seria and his oratorios fall into

several stylistic classifications. W. S. Rockstro states that the arias

can be classified under one or more of the following types. 1

A. aria cantabile: restricted to a flowing melody, slight
accompaniment, room for embellishment.

B. aria di portamento: melodious, substituted long swell-
ing notes for the lighter ornamentations, demands
sustaining power.

C. aria di mezzo carattere: melodious, more developed
than preceding two types, with more accompaniment,
much variety in the matter of dramatic treatment.

D. aria parlante: expresses deep feeling and emotion.

1. aria di nota eparl has neither long notes, nor
many ornaments. Has rapid passages with one vowel to
a note.

2. aria agitata: in a very agitated manner.
3. aria di strepito: in a noisy, boisterous, impetuous style.
4. aria infuriata: for vocal display in a furious manner.

E. aria di bravura: for vocal display.

F. cavatina: either the aria cantabile or the aria di

portamento minus the da capo.

1 W. S. Rockstro, The Life of George Frederick Handel, (London,
1883), p. 109. 6
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G. aria d'imitazione: an aria di mezzo carattere or aria di
bravura colored by some striking allusion to external
phenomena such as warbling birds, a natural echo, the
sound of a waterfall, or the din of war or the chase. An
aria may also be classified in this category if it contains
imitation between the accompaniment and the vocal line.

H. aria concertata: similar to aria d'imitazione but had a
very elaborate accompaniment.

I. aria all'unisono: accompaniment in unison with the voice.

J. aria senza accompagnamento: in which the voice was left
without accompaniment except in the ritornello.

In some cases an aria fits equally well under more than one

classification.

Esther

The first performance of Esther was in the year 1720. The

performance was for the Duke of Chandos and took place at Cannons,

a luxurious house near London, sometime during the five months

between the end of the first Royal Academy season, June 25th, and

the opening of the second season on November 19th. 2

The oratorio Esther, despite several conspicuous weaknesses,

is important from a historical point of view. The libretto and music

were both hastily thrown together. In the revision of 1732 the music

is improved by the discarding of some of the earlier borrowed music

2Winton Dean, Handel's Dramatic Oratorios and Masques,
(London, 1959), p. 191.
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and the refining of the other sections. In the original version the tenor

roles were Ahasuerus, Harbonah, and Mordecai, but with the revision

these parts were reassigned to altos and sung by castrati. Senesino 3

took the part of Ahasuerus and Francesca Bertolli4 sang both Harbonah

and Mordecai in the revision.

Another weakness lies in the fact that this account of the story

of Esther does not adhere strictly to the Biblical account but also

shows traces of Greek tragedy and opera. Even though the success of

a libretto does not always depend upon strict adherence to the original

story, in the case of Esther the plot becomes hazy and difficult to

understand.

All of the characters are lacking in development. Upon close

examination no one seems to be clearly defined and it is difficult to

determine more than the simplest facts about each. Ahasuerus is the

King of Persia and is married to Esther, Queen of the Jews. His main

function is to save the Jews from a decree of death ordered by Hamaan.

It is not until the fifth scene that Ahasuerus appears. His first

aria is "0 beauteous Queen. " It is a da apo aria in the aria cantabile

style, in which Ahasuerus tells Esther of his great love for her. Its

range is from f to g' and the tessitura lies between a and f'.

3 Francesco Bernardi (c. 1690-c. 1750), known as Senesino, was

a castrato who sang alto in Handel's opera company 1720-28 and 1730-33.

4 Francesca Bertolli was a contralto who sang in Handel's opera
company 1729-33 and 1736-37.
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Ahasuerus next sings the aria "How can I stay when love invites"

in which he answers Esther's summons to the bedchamber. The aria is

in the aria di mezzo carattere style with da capo. The tessitura lies

between a and e' with the range of f sharp and at. The singer is re-

quired to ascend to a' numerous times.

The second most important tenor role is Mordecai. The only

facts known about him are that he is Jewish, a close friend of Esther, and

at one time has saved the life of Ahasuerus. He tells Esther of Hamaan's

decree for the death of the Jews and convinces her that she is the only

person who can mediate between the Jews and Ahasuerus for the lives of

the Jews.

In his only aria, "Dread not, righteous Queen, " he extols

Esther to use her power of love to have Ahasuerus stop Hamaan's de-

cree. It is a da capo aria in the aria di portamento style with a range

from e flat to a' flat with the tessitura lying between g to e' flat.

The Second Israelite is a relatively unimportant figure, dra-

matically, although he sings two arias. His main function is to comment

on the action of the drama in two places, but he does not play the role

of a narrator. His first aria is "Tune your harps to cheerful strains,

sung in an attempt to cheer up the saddened Jews at the announcement

of Hamaan's decree. It is a da cap~oaria in the aria cantabile style with

a range of f to a" and with a tessitura lying between g and f'.
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The second aria of the Second Israelite is "Sing songs of

praises, " in which he envokes the Israelites to take heart that God is

great and shall not fail them. The aria is an aria di portamento with a

da capo with a range of f to a' and a tessitura lying between a and e'.

The tenor soloist is of major importance in the first oratorio

and he is equal to other soloists in musical and dramatic importance.

Deborah

The revision of Esther had been a success and Handel quickly

responded by writing his next oratorio, Deborah, finishing it on

February 24, 1733. It was first performed on March 17, 1733, at the

King's Theatre in London.

Again Handel's product suffered from an inferior libretto,

which was written by Samuel Humphreys, and from haste in com-

position. The libretto did not contain many of the important points of

the original story and, thus, much of what happens is hard to under-

stand. The characters lack definition and character development.

The tenor as a soloist is relegated to obscurity by Handel in

this oratorio. All of the main roles are taken by either castrati or

women, with the tenor acting only as a herald at two points in the

drama. His function is to bring to Deborah a note of reconciliation

and an offering of peace from the King of Syria.
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Athalia

Athalia is Handel's first big success in oratorio.

"Here are all of the vital ingredients-swiftly changing

incident, the clash of characters, opportunities for choral

intervention-bound firmly together by unity of time, place

and theme: so great is the debt of English Oratorio to

Racine and his probing the roots of Greek Drama.

Handel completed the composition of Athalia on June 7, 1733,

writing it for the graduation exercises at Oxford University. On the

occasion an honorary degree was to be given to Handel which he did not

accept for some unknown reason.

The first performance was to be in the Sheldonian Theatre on

July 9, 1733, following the graduation exercises. However the

exercises continued so long that it was postponed until July 10, 1733,

and was repeated again on July 11, 1733.

Many persons of high station were in attendance for the first

performance. The work was warmly and enthusiastically received by

a total audience estimated at nearly 4, 000 persons. Despite its

original success Handel did not take the work to London for two years.

The first performance in London, took place on April 2, 1735, at

Covent Garden.

The libretto is by Humphreys based on the last play of Racine,

the great French playwright. The libretto is weak in many spots as

Humphreys completely left out any of the political and dynastic

5Dean, o. cit., p. 247.
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background that was available from both Racine and the Bible. He tends

to add unnecessary points and at times misses more important details.

Despite the weaknesses, for the first time Handel creates believable

dramatic characters. Every character is clearly defined and understandable.

The tenor portrays the character, Mathan. He is the most clearly

defined character assigned to the tenor voice to this point in Handels

oratorios. Mathan is Athalia's attendant Baalite priest. Athalia, Queen

of the Jews, is the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel and has inherited the

throne. Athalia has denounced Jehovah and now worships Baal, Thus,

Mathan is her main priest and stays in her service at all times, Despite

his apparent loyalty he is ambitious, cynical, and is completely a

worldy character. As the oratorio progresses and he realizes the im-

pending triumph of Jehovah over Baal he tries to gain favor in the eyes

of Jehovah's believers in the vain hope that he shall escape Jehovahs

wrath.

Of all the characters, with the exception of the small boy, Mathan

is the least developed character musically. This is very little in com-

parison to the thirteen recitatives and seven arias sung by another minor

character Josabeth. Josabeth is the guardian of Joas the future king.

The first recitative of major importance begins with the words,

"Why shrinks that mighty soul with fear? " It is sung to Athalia in

hopes of consoling her and assuaging her fears of pending doom. Soon

after, Mathan sings the recitative beginning "Great Queen, be calm!"
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and his first aria, "Gentle airs, melodious strains." In these Mathan

attempts to calm Athalia after she has had a frightening dream. In her

dream the ghost of her mother, Jezebel, approaches and tells her that

Jehovah will have vengeance for her rejection of him. She also sees a

beautiful child in her dream and as she approaches the child he plunges

a knife into her heart. Athalia is disturbed and Mathan, for the only

time in the oratorio, shows a touch of humanity. The aria is an aria

cantabile with da capo. It has a range of e to f t sharp with a tessitura

lying between a and d. The aria contains many dotted rhythms which

require the singer to make clear distinction between eighth, sixteenth,

and thirty-second notes.

In the last act of the oratorio Mathan sings the dramatic reci-

tative, "He hears no more !" Joas, the real King, is presented to

Athalia and Mathan realizes that his god, Baal, is false and that he must

stand accountable to Jehovah for his disbelief.

The recitative is immediately followed by the aria, "Hark!

Hark! Hark! His thunders around me roll !" In this dramatic aria,

Mathan describes the wrath of Jehovah to which he is being subjected;

". . . thunders round me roll, his angry frowns I see, his arrows

wound my trembling soul, is no mercy left for me? " This is the most

impassioned aria written for the tenor voice by Handel in any oratorio

to its date. The aria is in the aria agitata style but could possibly be

classified under aria di strepito or aria infuriata, these three
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classifications being almost identical. The tessitura lies between a

and d' and the range is from e to g'.

In Athalia the tenor soloist gains more importance than prev-

ously, both musically and dramatically.

Saul

Handel reached his peak as an oratorio composer with the compo-

sition of Saul in 1738. Begun on July 23, 1738, and completed on

September 27, 1738, Saul marks a period, along with Israel in Egypt,

of great energy and creativity in Handel's life. At this point in his

career, Handel had not completely given up the idea of composing opera.

He was in the process of composing the opera Imeneo, which he abandoned

to finish Saul.

There is some doubt that Charles Jennens was the librettist. But

according to Newman Flower there has been discovered recently a letter

which confirms beyond all question that Jennens did write the libretto

for Saul.6 The letter is dated September 19, 1738, and describes a con-

flict between Handel and Jennens concerning the setting of a Hallelujah

chorus.

Handel t s ability for vivid characterization reaches a high point

in Saul. Saul, the person, is a musical incarnation of jealousy. All

other characters are well defined but not to the extent of Saul.

Newman Flower, George Frederick Handel His Personality and
His Times, (London, 1947), p. 271.
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Even though he is overshadowed by the characterization of

Saul, Jonathan is nonetheless a clearly defined character. In the first

aria of Jonathan, "Birth and fortune I despise, " the generosity of

Jonathan is seen. Although he is of royal blood he tells David that he

places more importance on the true worth of a man than upon his riches

or station in life. The aria is an aria cantabile with da capo. The aria

has a range of e to g' with the tessitura lying between a and e.

Later in the first act Jonathan has been commanded by Saul,

his father, to kill David. In the recitative "Oh filial pity" and the aria

"No, no, cruel father no !" Jonathan is torn between his love for his

father and his love for David. Then he expresses his determination

to disobey his father. The aria could be classified aria agitata or aria

infuriata but probably fits better under the style of aria di strepito

because of the impeteous nature of the text and music. The aria has

a tessitura lying between a and e' and a range from d and g.

Next he sings the short aria "But sooner Jordan's stream I

swear" in which he pledges to David that he will not kill him. The aria

is an aria d'imitazione because of imitation between the accompaniment

and the voice at various points in the aria. The range is f to a' with

the tessitura lying between g and e'.

In the aria "Sin not, oh King against the youth, " Jonathan re-

minds Saul of all that David has done for the country. The aria has a

range of d to ft with the tessitura between g and d'. The aria may be
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considered an aria cantabile with da capo because of the slight ac-

companiment and the simplicity of the vocal line.

Jonathan is constantly torn between his love for Saul and his

love for David. In the aria "From cities storm'd and battles won, " he

wonders at Saul's ever increasing vacillation between sanity and madness.

The aria is a cavatina because it does not have a da capo which ordinarily

is characteristic of an aria cantabile. The range is d to g and the

tessitura is f to d'.

Jonathan's conflicting loyalties to father and friend are well

presented in the first act and in the opening scene of the second act.

After that Jonathan drops out of the story, except to be Saul' s last

target of anger.

Jonathan's last aria, "Wise, great, and good, " praises David,

the new king. The range of the aria is d to g' and has a tessitura of

f to e'. The aria is an aria di bravura because of the long florid lines

sung in a fast tempo.

Jonathan is equal to Saul and David in dramatic importance

although he has the least amount of music to sing. He remains a

vivid, well defined character.

In Saul, the tenor retains musical and dramatic significance

equal to that attained in Athalia.
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Israel In Eypt

Israel In Egypt is basically a choral oratorio. The total number

of vocal solos is less than that of the choral pieces.

Israel In Egypt, like Saul, was not successful despite the fact

that it was well written. Handel was not favored by the general public

at this time and regardless of how fine his work may have been he was

not to succeed.

On October 1, 1738, Handel began to compose Israel In Egypt

and finished it in twenty-seven days on November 1, 1738. The first

performance took place on April 1, 1739, at the King's Theatre in

London. Publicity for the first performance was not adequate, nor,

for that matter, for the following performances. Thus, despite

good reviews from a few leading critics, the theatre remained less

than full in following performances. The oratorio was only performed

a total of nine times during Handel's lifetime.

Israel In Egypt is not a long oratorio and it has often been the

practice to add numbers from other oratorios to lengthen it. This

practice has at times been carried to extremes, resulting in many

problems in determining the actual music composed for Israel In

Egypt.

The libretto may have been written by Handel himself, taking

the words entirely from the Bible, and arranged upon the plan of an

epic poem.
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Israel In Egypt, is a significant work in the study of Handelian

oratorio, especially from a historical point of view. Handel's first

great tenor oratorio was Samson but he anticipates it with Israel In

Egypt. Despite the fact that Israel In Egypt is basically a choral work,

the tenor dominates the solo aspect of the oratorio. The added emphasis

to the importance of the tenor role coincides with the decline in pop-

ularity of the Italian opera seria in England. With this decline there

was less demand for castrati singers and because of this Handel had to

rely more on native singers. Castrati singers, not being in demand,

returned to the European theatres. At the same time the most famous

England tenor of the period, John Beard, 7 was becoming well known.

Beard was appearing regularly in the farces at Drury Lane. Beard's

popularity was growing rapidly and he had completely taken the place

of the Italian singers in the public favor. Beard was to become a

regular singer for Handel during the next several years.

The oratorio begins with a tenor recitative rather than the usual

overture. Acting as a narrator, the tenor sets the scene for the first

act, commonly called the Bondage. A new king rules in Egypt who is

unfamiliar with Joseph, nor with his arrangements for his people to

live in Egypt. The new king places the Israelites in bondage and

servitude to the Egyptians. The recitative "Then sent he Moses"

7 John Beard (c. 1717-91); tenor. He was Handel's first tenor
in the seasons 1734-37, 1738-40, 1743-47, and 1752-59, and con-
tinued to sing in oratorio until his retirement in 1767.
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describes the intercession of Moses and Aaron to the Egyptian king and

tells of the miracle of turning the waters into blood.

After these two recitatives the chorus predominates and the

tenor does not appear again until the second act or Exodus.

The second act of the story depicts the flight of the Israelites

from the pursuing Egyptians. In the aria "The enemy said, " the tenor

again assumes the role of a narrator. He relates the fury and deter-

mination of the Egyptians to catch the fleeing Israelites. The aria

is an aria di bravura with long florid lines sung in a high vocal in-

tensity at a rapid tempo. The range is d to a' and the tessitura lies

between a and f' sharp.

The tenor then joins the alto in a duet, "Thou in thy mercy hast

led forth thy people which thou hast redeemed." The cantabile duet

praises God for his mercy in protecting his people.

In the recitative, "For the horse of Pharaoh", the tenor re-

lates how Pharaoh was drowned by the waters of the sea but the

children of Israel escaped to the other side.

The final appearance of the tenor is in the recitative "And

Miriam the prophetess." The function of the recitative is to introduce,

dramatically and musically, the final chorus of praise to God.

In Israel In Egypt, the tenor attains his greatest significance

to date in Handelian oratorio. From this work henceforth the tenor

soloist is to retain a position of great importance.
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Samson

The first great tenor oratorio is Samson. While the tenor was

of major importance in Israel In Egypt, he appears in the capacity of a

narrator portraying no specific character. The character of Samson

is a vivid portrayal in music of a dynamic biblical character. R. A.

Streatfield feels that Samson is the most vividly developed character

in all Handel's oratorios. 8

In 1741, Handel went to Dublin, Ireland, for a series of con-

certs at the invitation of the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. Handel was

to perform several concerts with the Philharmonic orchestra with the

understanding that one of the concerts would be for benevolent causes.

For this concert, Handel composed the Messiah.

Eight days after finishing the Messiah and before arriving in

Ireland, Handel began to compose Samson. He finished the oratorio

in five weeks from the end of September to the end of October in 1741.

Handel anticipated a return to Dublin the next season, at which time

he planned to produce Samson, but the invitation was not extended. The

first performance of Samson took place in London, on February 18, 1743.

Based on Samson Agonistes by Milton and adapted to libretto

form by Newburgh Hamilton, Samson represents an important

stylistic study. Handel's first six oratorios were all markedly dif-

ferent in form. He seemed unable to decide exactly which form would

8 R. A. Streatfield, Handel, (London, 1909), p. 305.
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most likely succeed for him. The design that he finally adopted has a

great deal in common with Greek Tragedy. The attitudes and functions

of the chorus are those of interested and sympathetic spectators who

very rarely take part in the action, but punctuate the various scenes

with choral comments which are often wholesome morals deduced from

the events enacted before them. It is particularly with respect to the

role of the chorus that Handel adopted a form similar to early Greek

Tragedy. For the rest of his life he never wrote another purely

epical oratorio.

Samson was an immediate success with John Beard, the great

English tenor, in the title role. It was given eight times the first

season, a number of performances not approached by any other Handel

oratorio in its first season. Handel also revived it in nine subsequent

seasons and it has remained one of his most popular oratorios to the

present day.

The story begins after Samson has revealed the secret of his

strength to Dalila. Having learned his secret, she has cut off his

hair taking away his strength. Samson has been blinded and placed

into prison. The action commences with Samson bemoaning his fate

and his weakness in the aria "Torments, alas !" The aria is an aria

di bravura due to the presence of florid passages sung in a rapid tempo.

The subject deals with Samson's self pity and has a range of e flat to g'

and has a tessitura of g to et flat.
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Samson's second aria, "Total eclipse," is an aria agitata in

which he describes the tragedy of his blindness. The aria has a

tessitura lying between f sharp and e and has a range of e to g'.

In the aria "Why does the God of Israel sleep, " Samson forgets

his own self pity and begins to desire the overthrow of the god Dagon

and his followers. The aria has a range of d to at flat and is an aria

d'imitazione. The imitation is between the voice and accompaniment.

It is possible that the aria could be considered an aria concertata

because of the similarity between the two styles. The aria has a

tessitura of a to d' and there are long florid lines with wide intervals.

Soon Samson drops back into his spirit of self pity and in the

recitative "My genial spirits droop, " he longs for death to relieve

him of his sufferings.

In the aria "Your charms to ruin led the way, " Samson curses

Dalila for his ruin and bemoans the fact that she is his wife and that

he must spend his days married to her. The aria is an aria agitata

due to the great agitation expressed by Samson regarding his fate

and captivity. This agitation is expressed by angular writing. The

aria could possibly be classified under any of the other forms of aria

parlante,as they closely resemble each other.

Dalila now makes her first appearance and again offers her love

to Samson. He bitterly rejects her and in the duet "Traitress to love!,"

both curse the other and Samson is condemned to imprisonment forever.
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Dalila leaves and Samson sings the aria "My strength is from

the living God!" in which he praises God as the source of all strength.

He proclaims God is just and surely will give the proper reward to the

tyrant and to the faithful. The aria cavatina has a range of f to a' flat

with a tessitura of g to e' flat. The aria contains long phrases sung

slowly and demanding much breath control.

Harapha, a priest of Dagon, appears to Samson in the prison

and provokes him into great fury. In the duet "Go, baffled coward go,"

Harapha and Samson threaten the lives of each other.

The orgy in the temple of Dagon is in process and Samson is

brought in to be an object of scorn and ridicule. In the recitative

"Let but the spirit, " and the following aria, "Thus when the sun from's

wat'ry bed, " he expresses the realization that his strength is returning

by the grace of God. The aria is an aria di bravura resultant from the

florid nature of the vocal line. The tessitura of the aria lies between

f and d' and the range is d to g'. The aria contains many florid

passages.

A small boy leads Samson to the pillars of the temple, which he

proceeds to push over, causing the temple to fall and kill all within it.

Also appearing in Samson are two other tenor solo parts which

are musically prominent. A Philistine sings two arias and an

Israelitish man sings one.
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The first aria sung by the Philistine, "Loud as the thunder's

awful voice, " praises the god Dagon of the Philistines. The range of

the aria is d to a! and the tessitura is f sharp to e' and it contains long

florid passages. The aria might be possibly classified as an aria

dt imitazione because of the picturesque imitation of thunder and

lightening, although this occurs in the accompaniment rather than in

the voice part.

The second aria sung by the Philistine is "Great Dagon has

subdued our foe, " in which he sings the praises of Dagon. The aria

is an aria cavatina due to the simple nature of the melodic line and

since it does not contain a da capo section.

The Israelitish man sings the aria "Oh ever failing trust in

mortal strength" in which he moralizes on the weakness of man and

his vain attempts to be self reliant. The aria is an aria d'imitazione

with the vocal line and the accompaniment exchanging melodic figures.

The accompaniment is not elaborate enough to make the aria an aria

concertata. The range of the aria is d to g' and the tessitura is f to d'.

The aria contains several places where a trill is required of the per-

former.

In the oratorio Samson the tenor solo voice plays a more

prominent role than in any other Handelian oratorio preceding it. The

tenor voice reaches new importance in the character Samson. Samson

overshadows all other characters in the oratorio both dramatically and

musically.
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Joseph And His Brethren

Of all the oratorios, Deborah and Joseph probably come the

nearest to being complete failures. Joseph was not a success from the

very beginning. Handel began writing the oratorio in August of 1743, and

finished in September of the same year. The libretto is based on a poem

by a Rev. James Miller and his setting of the story deviates from the

Biblical story.

The first performance was during Lent of 1744, on March 2nd,

at Covent Garden. John Beard appeared as Simeon and as Judah, the

brothers of Joseph. Also in the cast was a Signora Galli, the favorite

singing pupil of Handel. It was the beginning of her illustrious career

which carried her throughout Europe.

Joseph was not a particularly inspired oratorio and did not fulfill

expectations.

Despite the unfavorable reception it was revived several times

after its first season. Even though it attained some popularity it has

rarely been performed since Handel's death and certainly with no

regularity.

Both the roles of Simeon and Judah are assigned to the tenor

voice. Neither character is well developed musically or dramatically.

It is vague as to exactly why Simeon is in prison when the

oratorio begins. It seems that he and his brothers had come to Egypt

earlier and Simeon has been detained in bondage for some reason.
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It is possible that Joseph has recognized them as his brothers who had

sold him to the caravan when he was a young boy. In the recitative

"Where are these brethren, why this base delay?" and in the aria

"Remorse, confusion,, horror, fear!", Simeon contemplates his fate

and wonders when his brothers will return. The aria is in the aria

agitate style. The tessitura of the aria is g to e T and the range is d

to a.

Simeon is called before Joseph and is questioned about his

homeland and family. He tells Joseph that his father is saddened over

the loss of his son, Joseph. Simeon still does not recognize his brother,

Joseph. Joseph asks how his brother died and Simeon answers that a

wild beast devoured him. Hearing this Joseph cannot contain his e-

motion any longer and he cries out "Imposter!" Simeon is surprised and

seems to sense that somehow Joseph realizes that he is lying. This he

expresses in the aria agitata "Ah! My foul offence wrote in my face."

The aria has a range of e flat and g' and has a tessitura of a flat and d'.

Most of the third act consists of conversation between Joseph

and his brothers. Joseph knows for certain that they are his brothers

but they still do not recognize him. A sacred cup is found in their pos-

session and as a penalty Joseph decides to detain Benjamin, the youngest

brother. In the aria "Thou hadst my Lord, a father once," Simeon

then pleads with Joseph to let Benjamin return and to keep him in his

place. This show of brotherly love moves Joseph to tears and he reveals
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his identity to them. The tessitura of the aria cavatina lies between

e and d' and has a range from d to fl.

Judah sings only one aria, "To keep afar from all offence."

The aria is an aria di bravura with long florid passages built on triplet

figures. The aria is a philosophical expose of innocence and the influ-

ence of evil on the heart of man. The range of the aria is d to g' and

the tessitura is f to e' flat.

In Joseph the tenor soloist does not maintain the high degree of

musical and dramatic development attained in Samson. The musical

and dramatic development of Simeon and Judah is comparable to that

of Ahasuerus and Mordecai in the earlier oratorio Esther.

Belshazzar

The tide of popular opinion was slowly turning against Handel

but, nevertheless, he began to compose a new oratorio.

Handel began Belshazzar on August 23, 1744, finishing the

skeleton draft of the first act on September 3rd and the second act on

September 10th. He then returned to the first act, revising and

completing it. The second act probably was complete when he received

the libretto for the third act at the end of September. It is probable that

Handel completed the entire score by the middle of October although the

original autograph does not contain any more dates.

Handel opened his season in November, 1744, at the King's

Theatre but was contented to present revivals of some of his earlier works.
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On January 5, 1745, Handel presented his secular oratorio Hercules,

but it was not received with favor. On March 27, 1745, Belshazzar

was presented in the place of Hercules. Despite the fact that it con-

tained some of Handel's finest music, Belshazzar was not popular.

Belshazzar was performed only twice more during the year and

Handel had to revive Semele, Joseph, and Saul in an attempt to save the

season. Even this failed to recoup his bare expenses and the theatre

closed on April 23rd, with only sixteen of the twenty-four contracted

concerts given.

The entire season was doomed to failure because of public

apathy. When he opened the Kings Theatre for the 1744-45 season

every form of social entertainment was purposely held on the nights of

his concerts to lure his patrons away. People tore down his posters

while others thought it great sport to go to the theatre and to harass

his patrons.

One weakness of Belshazzar is its long length. The libretto is

extremely long and the librettist Charles Jennens insisted that none of

it be cut. Handel and Jennens had much discussion about the matter.

Handel realized that it was too long and Jennens demanded that it stay

the same as he had written it. Belshazzar lacked the foundation of a

popular classic such as Judas Maccabaeus nor did it contain religious

mystique as did the Messiah. It was of a depth that was beyond the

comprehension of the audience.
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In its favor, Belshazzar has good dramatic unity. Each charac-

ter is vividly projected and there are a number of accompanied reci-

tatives of high quality, among which that expressing the terror of

Belshazzar at seeing the handwriting on the wall holds a prominent

place.

Belshazzar is a clearly described character ranking in quality

with Samson. He is a sottish, self-indulgent tyrant, incapable of seeing

that his own actions are bringing the downfall of his country and himself.

He feels that he is indestructible and will not listen to the pleas of

Nitocris, his mother, even when the Persian army, led by Cyrus, is

encamped outside the very walls of Babylonia.

He expresses his supreme confidence as he sings the aria "Let

festal joy triumphant reign!" in which he bids his courts to be joyous

and to drink, forgetting all cares. Nitocris pleads to him for reason

but he pays no attention to her. The aria is classified as aria

d'imitazione because of imitation between the voice and accompaniment.

The aria also has a da capo section. Its range is from f to g' and the

tessitura lies between b and e'. The aria also contains long florid

passages in rapid tempo.

As the night's orgy begins, Belshazzar orders wine to be drunk

from the sacred vessels captured in the Jewish temples. The captured

Israelites, forced to witness the orgy, are aghast at Belshazzar's

order. In the duet "0 Dearer than my life forebear, " Nitocris pleads
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with her son to recall his command lest he be called to judgement by

Jehovah. Belshazzar asks his mother not to go against his wishes as

the Jews stand by predicting the coming wrath of Jehovah.

Belshazzar continues to exhibit his supreme self-confidence

and egotism in the aria "Let the deep bowl thy praise confess !" and

continues to praise pleasure and wine. The aria is an aria di bravura.

It contains many florid passages in fast tempo. The range of the aria

is d to a' and it has a tessitura of f to d'.

The aria moves quickly to the defiant recitative "Where is the

God of Judah's boasted power?" Immediately the handwriting appears

on the wall and Belshazzar drops in a faint.

All of Belshazzar's wise men are called in but none can interprete

the handwriting. The captive Jewish prophet, David, is summoned and

he tells Belshazzar of his pending doom. Suddenly a messenger enters

announcing that the Persians are attacking the city. Fortified by more

wine Belshazzar regains his confidence. In the aria "I thank thee,

Sesach, " he calls for Cyrus to come for he is ready to fight him. The

aria is an aria infuriata built on intense emotion and defiance expressed

in the very florid passages. The tessitura lies between g and e' and

the range is f to g t .

The Persian troops attack and Belshazzar is defeated and killed.

In Belshazzar the tenor regains his high level of importance he

had attained in Israel In Egypt and in Samson but had lost in Joseph And
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His Brethren. As the character Belshazzar, the tenor portrays the

main villain for the only time in Handelian oratorio.

Occasional Oratorio

In 1745 the Jacobite revolution gained its momentum under the

leadership of Prince Charles, the Pretender. Much concern prevailed

in London and fears of an invasion caused many of the wealthier people

to flee to the south.

The Occasional Oratorio was written as a declaration of faith

and to give encouragement to the loyalists and not as a celebration of

victory, as has been supposed. 9

The climate for artistic endeavor, therefore, was not the best

due to the Jacobite revolution. Indeed, the season before Handel had

closed his theatre before he had given all of the promised concerts. The

next season he proceeded to make good to the subscribers that supported

him the number of performances he was not able to complete. The

Occasional Oratorio was produced on February 14, 1746, but did not

meet with great success and was repeated but once that season. The

celebrated English tenor, John Beard, first sang the tenor solos in the

Occasional Oratorio.

The oratorio does not have a central story. The unknown author

compiled the libretto from the Bible and from Milton's version of the Psalms.

9 Dean, op. cit., p. 460.
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There are no characters as such but rather only designations

of first and second soprano soloists, alto soloist, tenor soloist, and

bass soloist. All voices carry equal importance in the oratorio with

each soloist singing approximately the same number of recitatives and

arias.

The first part of the oratorio deals with the disasters of war

and with the displeasure that it causes God. The second part antici-

pates the blessings of peace and the third part is a triumphant paean

of victory.

The first music of importance sung by the tenor soloist is the

aria "0 Lord, how many are my foes !" It is an aria cavatina, being

similar to aria di mezzo carattere but does not contain the da capo.

The range is d to g' with the tessitura lying between g and e'. The

aria contains numerous syncopated rhythmic patterns.

The second aria sung by the tenor soloist is "Jehovah, to my

words give ear, " in which the leader of the Jews asks God to grant him

victory. Due to the rather simple nature of the melody line and because

the aria does not contain a da capo section, it can be classified as aria

cavatina. The tessitura is between b and d' and the aria has a range of

e to fl.

Next the tenor sings the aria "Jehovah is my shield my glory,"

praising God for his constant care and protection. The aria cavatina

is exceptionally long, 220 measures, and demands much sustained
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singing at a high level of intensity.

In the second part of the oratorio the tenor sings "Then will

I Jehovah praise, " in which he praises Jehovah for allowing the over-

throw of the enemies of his people. Because of imitation between the

accompaniment and the voice at several points in the aria, it can be

classified aria d'imitazone. The range of the aria is limited to a

major ninth, e to f' sharp, and has a tessitura lying between g sharp

and d'.

The tenor aria "He has his mansion fixed on high" expresses

the greatness of God seen in the acts of creation. The aria is an

aria di portamento due to the sustained nature of the melodic line which

leaves room for the messa di voce style of ornamentation (see Chapter

III). Its range is from e to g' and the tessitura is approximately g to

d'.

Also in the third part of the oratorio is the aria "The enemy

said," interpolated in its entirety from Handel's earlier oratorio

Israel In Egypt For the description of the aria consult page nineteen.

The last tenor aria is "Tyrants whom no covenants bind, " which

relates how heaven sends its own agents to destroy the oppressors of

God's people. The tessitura of the aria is a to c' sharp and the range

is only an octave from e to e'. Because of the florid nature of the

melodic line the aria is best classified as aria di bravura.
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In the Occasional Oratorio the tenor soloist continues to main-

tain equal importance with the other solo voices.

Judas Maccabaeus

The Jacobite revolution was crushed when the Duke of Cumber-

land defeated Prince Charles, the Pretender, at the battle of Culloden

on April 26, 1746. The Prince of Wales requested that Handel compose

music befitting the triumphant homecoming of the Duke of Cumberland.

On July 9, 1746, Handel began to set the text for Judas

Maccabaeus supplied him by Rev. Thomas Morell. Handel finished

the oratorio on August 11, 1746.

The first performance took place at Covent Garden on April 1,

1747, and it was an instant and lasting success. It was repeated nine

times that season and Handel revived it a total of thirty times before

his death.

Judas Maccabaeus signifies an important point in the history

of Handel's career. The oratorio's reception by the public marked a

turn to the good for his financial fortunes.

During the season of 1747 Handel became aware of the fact

that his artistic patrons had failed him so he abandoned the system

of subscription performances and opened his theatre to all persons.

The middle class, who came as a result of this new policy, became

Handel t s ardent supporters and brought him new fame and fortune.
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The Royal family once again gave their support to Handel and

soon all of society returned to support the man they had deserted.

Perhaps the most important factor in Handel's new success

was the support of the Jewish population in London, which normally did

not attend the theatre with any regularity. Probably more by accident

than by actual design, Morell had chosen a Jew for the hero of Judas

Maccabaeus, and immediately all the Jewish population of London

began to crowd the theatre. A Jew on the stage as a hero rather than

a reviled figure was a thing practically unknown in London, and Handel

at once had a new enthusiastic group of supporters.

Morell's rather haphazard method of libretto construction

leads to weak characterization which in turn causes Judas Maccabaeus

to be weak in musical and dramatic impact.

The redeeming feature is Handel's adept handling of solos

interwoven with choruses.

Judas Maccabaeus was revived at least fifty-four times during

Handel's lifetime, thirty times by Handel, and has remained one of his

most popular oratorios.

The English tenor, John Beard, created the title role.

In the first act Judas Maccabaeus sings the recitative "Tis well

my friends." It is followed by the aria "Call forth thy powers my soul

and dare" in which he calls upon the Israelites to prepare for battle

against the Samarians and Syrians. The aria is definitely aria di
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bravura because of the many florid passages in rapid tempo. The

range is from f to g' and the tessitura falls between f to e.

The Israelites are inspired and take up their armaments to

follow. Judas Maccabaeus then sings the recitative "So willed my

father now at rest, " in which he further inflames the passions of the

Jews by recalling to them the memory of his father, their former

leader, and his desire for them to have revenge for their oppression.

In the aria "No unhallowed desire our breats shall inspire, "

Judas Maccabaeus reminds the Israelites that their desire in conquest

is not unbonded power but rather peace for their nation. The long

florid passages contained in the aria, tend to classify it as aria di

bravura. Its tessitura is between g and a' and the range is f to g'.

In the second act the Israelites are victorious, having de-

feated both the Syrians and the Samarians led by Apollonius. The

Israelites are rejoicing in their victory and praising Judas for his

great leadership. Judas Maccabaeus is humble in victory giving God

the credit. In the aria "How vain is man, " Judas Maccabaeus tells

how it is vanity on the part of the man who wins a battle to believe

that he did so on his own power and without the help of God. The

many florid passages containing trills leads the aria to be classified as

aria di bravura. The da capo aria has a range of d to g' and has a

tessitura of f to e'.
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A messenger enters and announces that Gorgias and his forces

are now advancing to attack. This affords Judas Maccabaeus another

opportunity to call the Jews to battle in the aria "Sound an alarm." The

aria has the range of d to a' and the tessitura of f to d. The aria di

bravura has many florid passages in addition to numerous wide

intervalic leaps.

In the third act the Israelites are victorious once again and

Judas Maccabaeus sings his last aria, "With honor let desert be

crowned." Again, because of the many florid passages, the aria can

be classified as aria di bravura. The range is e to a' with the tessitura

between a and el.

In this oratorio the tenor soloist completely dominates the

entire musical and dramatic action. The other soloists are less im-

portant dramatically and less fully developed musically.

Alexander Balus

Alexander Balus is based on the book of the Maccabees and the

libretto is by Thomas Morell.

Morrell and Handel collaborated on the oratorio with the idea

of capitalizing on the newly found Jewish public. Alexander Balus is

a less striking character than Judas Maccabaeus and the events in

Alexander Balus are less exciting than in Judas Maccabaeus.

The oratorio was performed only three times the first season

after the premier performance in March, 1748, at Covent Garden.
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Some confusion exists as to the date of the first performance. According

to Rolland and Streatfeild it was on the 9th. Dean says the 13th and

Rockstro believes it was on the 23rd of March, 1748.

The plot is based on the story of the love of Alexander, the

King of Syria, for Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy. Handel pressed for

the completion of the libretto at such a fast pace that Morell's work is

not of high quality.

In Alexander Balus there is a marked increase in the quantity

of da capo arias and a decrease in the use of chorus. As originally

produced, there were only eight choruses, the smallest number in any

of Handel's oratorios, and some are very short and simple.

Handel came closer to the style of opera seria with Alexander

Balus than with any other oratorio.

Jonathan, chief priest of the Jews, and close friend of Alexander

Balus, is a noble, religious character. The origianl Jonathan was sung

by the English tenor Thomas Lowe.

In the first act Jonathan sings the aria "Great author of this

harmony" in which he asks God to bless the friendship of Jonathan and

Alexander. The range of the aria cavatina is e to f' and the tessitura is

g to d'.

Jonathan next sings the aria "Great God, from whom all blessings

spring, " in which he praises God. The aria can be classified either as

aria di mezzo carattere or aria concertata. Its tessitura is g to e' and

the range is from e to a'.
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A person jealous of Jonathan's relationship with Alexander Balus

accuses Jonathan of seeking the throne and the life of Alexander Balus.

Jonathan vehemently denies it in the aria "Hateful man!" The range of

the aria is e flat to a' and the tessitura is g to e' flat. The aria may be

classified aria agitata because of the vehement nature of the text and the

florid structure of the melodic line. The aria might also be classified

as any of the aria parlante style arias because of their common char-

acteristics.

Jonathan is vindicated of the charge and in the aria "To God

who made the radiant sun, " he praises God and asks that Alexander

be protected and given victory in his forthcoming battle with Prolomee.

The aria is probably best classified as aria cavatina. It has a range

of e to f' and a tessitura of g to d'.

Jonathan's final aria is "Ye servants of the eternal King," in

which he extols the Jews to raise their voices in praise to Jehovah

for Alexander's victory. The aria is also an aria cavatina for the

melody line is of a s imple, flowing nature and the only ornamentation

called for is one trill.

The aria has a range of e to f' and a tessitura which lies be-

tween g and d'.

In Alexander Balus there is continued emphasis upon the high

musical and dramatic development of the role portrayed by the tenor

soloist. Even though he lacks the musical development of Samson, or

Judas Maccabaeus, Jonathan is equally as well developed dramatically.
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Joshua

With Joshua, Morell and Handel once again attempted to imitate

the success of Judas Maccabaeur but failed. Despite the fact that the

oratorio is musically weaker than Judas Maccabaeus, Joshua was

among the most popular and most successful of the later oratorios.

Handel had written Joshua between July 30 and August 18, 1747,

and it was first performed at Covent Garden in March, 1748.

Confusion exists as to the exact date of the first performance.

Rockstro and Streatfeild say that it was performed on March 23rd

and Dean believes that it was first performed on March 9th. It was

repeated four times during its initial season. The English tenor

Thomas Lowe created the part of Joshua and in the revival of 1752,

Beard portrayed Joshua.

Morell, the librettist, again proved to be less than adequate.

The book of Joshua was a poor choice on which to base a libretto. Even

though it is full of conflicts and bloodshed, God constantly intercedes

into the happenings so that all dramatic and moral interest is eliminated.

One always knows how a conflict is going to resolve because it is

certain that God will intervene when his people get into trouble.

The characters are not well defined and Morell continues to

place monotonous emphasis on Jewish victories against overwhelming

odds and on prolonged celebrations of triumph.
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As the story commences the Israelites have passed into Canaan

and the Egyptians have been drowned by the sea. Joshua is now the

leader of the Jews and after several short recitatives and a short solo

leading into a chorus he sings the recitative "So long the memory shall

last. " The recitative leads to the aria "While Kedron's brook to Jordan's

stream its silver tribute pays, " in which Joshua says that as long as

Kedron's brook flows into the Jordan and the sun shines on Canaan the

Jews will remember God's tender mercies extended to them in the past.

The aria contains long andante florid passages and could possibly be

classified as an aria di mezzo carattere but fits best under the style of

an aria cavatina because it does not contain a da capo. The aria has a

range of d to a' and a tessitura that lies between a and d'.

Joshua next sings the aria "Haste Israel haste, " in which he

prompts the Israelites to gird for battle as they are to attack Jericho.

The many florid passages indicate that the aria is an aria di bravura.

The tessitura lies between a and e' and the range is from e to g'.

The Jews are repelled in their first attempt to take Jericho. In

the aria "With doubled rage return, " Joshua sends the Jewish army

back into battle for a second attempt to conquer Jericho. The aria is

best classified as an aria di strepito because of its impetuous style but

the aria could as easily be classified under aria di bravura, aria agitata,

or aria infuriata. The range is e to at and the tessitura falls between

g and e'.
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Although the oratorio is one of Handel's shortest, the tenor

soloist retains his prominence. None of the characters are highly

developed musically or dramatically, but the tenor role is superior

in both aspects to the other soloists.

Solomon

The next oratorio to be written by Handel was Solomon. Handel

began its composition on May 5th and finished it on June 19, 1748.

The first performance came on March 17, 1749, at Covent

Garden with the English tenor Thomas Lowe in the role of Zadok the

high priest. The libretto is based on a poem by Thomas Morell taken

from the books of Kings and Chronicles.

Dramatically the construction is loose with no central plot

running throughout. The first act is concerned with the piety of

Solomon, the dedication of his newly built temple, and Solomon's

martial happiness. The second act illustrates the wisdom of Solomon

in his decision concerning the two harlots who both claim a child as

their own. The third act is entirely devoted to the visit of the Queen

of Sheba and the glorification of the riches and splendor of Solomon's

court. In a sense, Solomon is the climax of the group of occasional

oratorios whose main motive was not drama but pageantry.

Solomon was not well received by the general public. Its failure

probably resulted from the lack of continuous dramatic action through-

out the oratorio.
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Solomon is dramatically weak but it is musically well constructed.

It contains much fine music and has the richest orchestral texture of any

of Handel' s sacred oratorios. The chorus plays a major role in the

oratorio and all the characters are well defined.

Solomon was performed twice in 1749, and Handel revived it

again twice in 1759, the year he died.

The principal tenor role is Zadok, the high priest. Dramatically

he has little to do except to comment on the present situation much in

the manner of a narrator. He cannot be classified as a narrator, how-

ever, because he has a distinct personality.

Zadok first sings the recitative "Imperial Solomon, thy pray'rs

are heard, " in which he related to Solomon that his prayers have been

heard and God has sent fire to consume Solomon's sacrifice. It is a

sign that he is in favor with God. He then sings the aria "Sacred

raptures cheer my breast" in which Zadok expresses his own per-

sonal religious exuberance. The aria is an aria di bravura and has a

range of e to a' and a tessitura which lies between g and f'.

In the recitative "Vain are the transient beauties of the face"

and the succeeding aria, "Indulge thy faith and wedded truth, Zadok

comments on the love and beauty of the King and Queen. He proceeds

to be philosophical about the necessity of remaining true to one's

original love. The aria is an aria di mezzo carattere and contains
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long florid passages in a moderate tempo. The tessitura lies between

f sharp and fI sharp and the range is between e sharp and a.

The next aria sung by Zadok is the aria di mezzo carattere "See

the tall palm that lifts the head. " Here Zadok sings the praises of

Solomon. The da capo aria has a tessitura of a to f, and a range of

e to f'. The aria contains long florid passages.

Zadok's recitative, " Thrice happy king, " announces the com-

pletion of the temple. This is followed by the aria "Golden columns,

fair and bright, " in which he describes the beauties of the new temple.

The range of the aria cavatina is from d to f' sharp and the tessitura

lies between f sharp and c' sharp.

In Solomon the tenor soloist is a prominent figure musically if

not dramatically. Zadok ranks in quality with characters such as

Mordecai in Esther and Mathan in Athalia.

Sus annah

Following Solomon Handel began the composition of Susannah.

Confusion exists as to when the first performance actually took place.

Streatfeild dates the first performance on March 17, 1749, and

Rockstro believes that Solomon was performed on March 17th and

Susannah later in the season but he gives no specific date. Both Dean

and Flowers place the first production on February 10, 1749.

The original story of Susannah is very short and suffers from

the necessity of stretching the brief plot to fill three acts, Actual
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Proof has not been presented to identify the author of the libretto. Be-

cause of the brevity of the story the librettist padded the plot with the

result that Susannah is less than satisfactory and is weak dramatically.

It was not a success and was revived only four times during that

season. Handel revived it only once again in his life, and that was the

month before he died. There is no evidence of other eighteenth

century revivals in England. The oratorio was revived at the Lower

Rhine Festival at Cologne, Germany, in July, 1859, and also at Halle

in 1922.

Handel assigns the role of the First Elder to the tenor. Thomas

Lowe first portrayed the character. The First Elder is a very

emotional, covetous old man and has a greater struggle with his con-

science than does the Second Elder.

In the recitative "Tyrannic love, " the First Elder describes

his longing for the joys of love despite his age. In the aria "Ye verdant

hills, " he relates that he is quite capable of love if given the chance.

The aria has characteristics that are common to both aria cantabile and

aria cavatina but because it does not have a da capo section, it should

be considered an aria cavatina. The range of the aria is d to f' sharp

and the tessitura is f sharp to d'.

The First and Second Elders meet and discuss how they both

long for love and are enraptured by the great beauty of Susannah. In

the aria di bravura "When the trumpet sounds, " the First Elder states
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he must respond to the charms of Susannah even as a soldier cannot

refuse to respond when he hears the sound of the trumpet. The aria

contains long florid passages with frequent trills. It has a range of

d to g' sharp and a tessitura of a to e'.

Upon seeing Susannah disrobed for her bath the First Elder

pours out his ardor in the aria "Blooming as the face of Spring.I" It

is an aria di strepito with the range f sharp to a' and the tessitura of

a to e'. It contains a full da capo section.

The elders press their suit but Susannah refuses them in the

trio "Away, away! Ye tempt me both in vain." The elders express

their determination to have her affections. Before they can bring

their plan to completion, other elders enter, having been alerted

that someone is in Susannah's quarters. To protect themselves the

First and Second Eldees accuse Susannah of being caught in the act

of intercourse with a young man whom they wD uld not catch.

Susannah is brought to trial for adultery and condemned to

death. For a brief moment the First Elder expresses true sorrow

in the aria "Round thy urn my tears shall flow. " Because it does

not have a da capo section the aria is best described as an aria cavatina.

The tessitura lies between g and e' and the range is e to f' sharp.

The prophet Daniel comes forth from the crowd and proves

Susannah's innocence and the elders' guilt.
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In this oratorio the First Elder is of major importance both

musically and dramatically. The role is equal in quality to such roles

as Mordecai in Esther, Mathan in Athalia, and Zadok in Solomon.

Jephtha

The last oratorio composed by Handel to be built on a majority

of original material is Jephtha. Because of his age and advancing

blindness, Handel worked longer and harder on this composition than

on any other of his sacred oratorios.

Handel began to compose Jephtha on January 21, 1751. He

finished the rough draft of the first two acts by February 27, 1751.

Then a period of four months passed during which time Handel lost the

sight of his left eye and he did not work on the score. On May 18, 1751,

he resumed his work and finished the oratorio on August 18, 1751.

On February 19, 1752, Handel submitted his score to the

Inspector of Stage Plays at Covent Garden. The first performance took

place on February 26, 1752, with John Beard in the title role of Jephtha.

Handel revived the oratorio in 1753, 1756, and in 1758, for a

total of seven performances in all. Jephtha enjoyed frequent revivals in

the later part of the eighteenth century and in England in 1934, 1951,

and in 1957.

The librettist was Morell and his work in the oratorio is superior

to that of the others that he set for Handel. This undoubtedly inspired

Handel,for the work is one of his best.
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Jephtha is a strong character whom Handel develops to a high

degree. He is the leader of the Israelites in their efforts to overthrow

the Ammonites who have them in bondage. He pledges to God that if he

is victorious over the Ammonites he will offer as a sacrifice the first

person that he sees upon his return. He is victorious but when he

returns, he sees his own daughter before anyone else. Victory is turned

into tragedy and Jephtha is crushed. Jephtha is a man of conviction and

is determined to keep his vow to God. At the end of the oratorio, God

sends an angel and allows Jephtha to break their agreement.

Jephtha is first heard in the aria "Virtue my soul shall embrace,"

in which he accepts the leadership of the Jews and states that his own

virtue will bring victory. The aria is an aria di mezzo carattere with

da capo. Its range is from d to g' and the tessitura lies between f sharp and

d'. The aria contains long sustained passages built on triplet figures.

In the recitative "What mean these doubtful fancies of the brain?"

Jephtha realizes that the spirit of God has entered him to give him new

strength. He pledges to God that should he now be victorious over Ammon

that upon his return he will sacrifice to the glory of God the first person

that he sees.

In the recitative "Zebul, thy deeds were valiant" and in the suc-

ceeding aria di bravura "His mighty arm with sudden blow," Jephtha

relates how God brought victory to the Israelites. The aria contains

florid passages and has the range of c to a'. The tessitura lies between
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e and f'.

The first person Jephtha sees upon returning is his own daughter,

Iphis, and he realizes the full meaning of the situation in the recitative

"Horror! confusion!" In the aria agitata "Open thy marble jaws 0 tomb

and hide me earth, " Jephtha expresses his deep sorrow. It is also

possible to classify the aria as aria di bravura, but due to the mournful

nature of the text, it is best classified as aria agitata. The aria is in

da capo form and has a range of c to a' flat and a tessitura lying between

d flat and d' flat. It is built on disjunct rhythmic patterns meaning

normal word accents do not always occur on the strong beats of the /

measure. Emphasis is sometimes given to words that normally wouldn't

receive it.

Jephtha, Storge, Hamur and Zebul join in a quartette "Recorded

stands my vow in heaven above. " All try to dissuade Jephtha from sacri-

ficing his own daughter but he maintains that his vow is recorded in

heaven and he has no choice but to stand by it.

In the recitative "Deeper and deeper still, " Jephtha expresses

his predicament as he is torn between the love for his God and his own

daughter. In the recitative "Hide thou thy hated beams, 0 sun, in

clouds, " he expresses his deep sadness as the time approaches for Iphis

to be sacrificed.

Jephtha then sings the aria "Waft her, angels, through the skies"

as he prays that Iphis be carried to her heavenly rest by the angels.
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The da c aria has a range of f sharp to a' and a tessitura of a to f'

sharp. The aria is an aria di mezzo carattere and contains long sus-

tained florid passages.

An angel appears and declares that Iphis need not die, The vow

will be satisfied if Iphis will dedicate her life to be lived as a virgin.

Jephtha expresses his humble prayer of thanksgiving in the aria "Forever

blessed be thy holy name." The aria is classified as an aria cavatina

since it does not have a da capo and consists of passages that are slow

and sustained.

To the end of his career as a composer Handel gave roles of

major significance to the tenor soloist. Jephtha is one of the most im-

portant heroic tenor oratorios.



CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC

PROMINENCE OF THE TENOR ROLES

Handel writes solo roles for the tenor voice in all of the

sixteen oratorios included in the study with the exception of the re-

vision of Esther and in Deborah.

To place in proper perspective his use of the tenor voice in

relation to the other solo voices, such factors as the musical and

dramatic importance of the tenor roles, character types portrayed,

and the style and ranges of arias, should be considered.

The Musical and Dramatic Importance
of the Tenor Solo Roles

The musical and dramatic function of the tenor solo roles varies

with each oratorio. The significance of the tenor roles fluctuates with

the dramatic impact of the story related by the oratorio and is com-

pletely dictated by it. Handel used all solo voices with concern for the

best over all theatrical effect foremost in mind.

Beginning with Esther, two tenor soloists are required. The

largest role assigned to the tenor is that of Ashasuerus. Ashasuerus is

second only to Esther in musical and dramatic significance. The

51
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character Mordecai is also portrayed by a tenor but is inferior to

Ashasuerus and is of less consequence than either Ashasuerus or

Esther. In the revision of Esther in 1732, both original tenor roles

were rewritten and reassigned to altos, sung by castratti.

In Deborah the tenor solo voice is not required.

In Athalia the tenor portrays one character. Mathan is a

villainous person who is the least significant character, both musically

and dramatically, of all the main characters.

In Saul the tenor begins to attain new prominence. As the charac-

ter Jonathan, the tenor is second only to Saul in notability. Jonathan is

the most significant dramatic figure as he is involved in more causal sit-

uations than any other main character.

In Israel In Egypt the tenor appears as a narrator without a

specific name. The oratorio does not contain a central plot and none of

the characters maintain any continuous dramatic function. The tenor is

of equal musical consequence to all other soloists.

Two tenor solo voices are required to sing three roles in Samson.

The most significant role is the main character Samson which completely

dominates the musical and dramatic action. The characters of the

Philistine and the Israelitisfl Man may be sung by one tenor. The charac-

ters are of less musical consequence and of no dramatic influence as

they only comment on events that have already happened.
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Two tenors are required for the oratorio Joseph And His

Brethren. They portray the characters Judah and Simeon. Judah is

second only to Joseph in musical and dramatic priority. Simeon is

secondary to both Judah and Joseph in significance.

In Belshazzar the title role is assigned to the tenor voice.

Belshazzar and Nitocris are of equal musical prestige and are superior

to all other characters. Belshazzar dominates all other characters

including Nitocris in dramatic credibility.

One tenor is required in the Occasional Oratorio. The tenor

shares equal musical significance with all other soloists. The oratorio

does not contain a central plot and all soloists function in the capacity

of narrators.

The title role in Judas Maccabaeus is sung by the tenor. The

character dominates all other characters in musical and dramatic

worth.

One tenor soloist is required in Alexander Balus. As Jonathan,

the tenor is secondary only to Cleopatra in musical and dramatic

influence. Jonathan is a more credible character than the hero Alexander

Balus.

The title role of Joshua, is written for tenor and is superior in

dramatic and musical significance to all other characters.

In Solomon the tenor portrays Zadok, the priest. Zadok is musi-

cally the least notable of all the characters. Because the oratorio does
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not have a central plot, none of the characters attain a high degree

of dramatic credibility.

One tenor is required for Susannah. He appears as the First

Elder, secondary only to Susannah in musical significance. The First

and the Second Elder are of equal dramatic consequence and dominate

all other characters, including Susannah, in this aspect.

In Jephtha the tenor appears in the title role and dominates all

others in dramatic and musical effect,

In all the above oratorios, the tenor fluctuates in prominence.

In Esther and Athalia, he appears with less stature than he attains in

Saul. Beginning with Israel In Egypt and continuing through Jephtha,

the tenor maintains a high degree of significance.

Dramatically the tenor is the most significant character in seven

different roles. In three roles he is secondary to only one other charac-

ter. In four roles he is equal dramatically to any other role and only

once is he of the least dramatic impact.

Musically the tenor is of most consequence in five roles. In

three roles he is of secondary in musical significance to only one other

character. In five roles the tenor sings the music of least prominence

and in three roles he is musically equal to any of the other characters.

In summary it may be said that the tenor roles are more im-

portant dramatically than they are musically in the perspective of the

oratorios as a whole.
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Character Types

The types of characters portrayed by the tenor in the oratorios

of Handel may be classified in six different catagories. They are

either the main hero, the secondary hero, the main villain, the second-

ary villain, the narrator without a specific name, or the narrator with

a specific name.

The classification of tenor roles is based on a comparison of

prominence with all other roles in the oratorios as well as with those

in the particular work in which it appears. As an example, it is not

necessary for there to be a main hero in a particular oratorio in order

for a secondary hero to exist, provided similar characters can be

found in other works with which the particular character may be

compared.

The tenor appears in six of the oratorios as the main hero. In

Esther, Ahasuerus is assigned to the tenor. He is not the main figure

here as he is in the later oratorios. As Samson the tenor first attains

a high degree of prominence which is maintained in Judas Maccabaeus

Joshua, and Jephtha. The tenor gained new status concurrently with

the decrease in popularity of the Italian opera seria in England. Although

Italian opera lost popularity it never disappeared completely. After c.

1740-41 there was no constant demand for castrati singers in England

and they left for Europe. One castrato named Guadagni came to

England in 1748 and stayed until 1755, gaining a certain popularity and
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singing in revivals of Handel's oratorios. Guadagni was later to create

the title role of Gluck's Orfeo.

With the decrease in prominence of castrati singers, Handel

began to rely more on native singers rather than foreigners, the Italians

in particular. At this time in English music history (c. 1738 to 1741),

there appeared two excellent tenors, John Beard and Thomas Lowe.

With these two singers at his disposal, Handel increased the musical

and dramatic priority of the tenor solo voice.

In five different roles from four oratorios, the tenor appears as

secondary hero. Examples of secondary heros are Mordecai in Esther,

Jonathan in Saul, Judas and Simeon in Joseph And His Brethren, and

Jonathan in Alexander Balus. The secondary hero roles appear inter-

mittently from Esther (1732) through Alexander Balus (1748). No other

type of role appears with such regularity over such a long period of

time in Handel's oratorio career.

In only one work, Belshazzar (1745), does the tenor appear as

the main villain. This example occurs in the middle period of Handel's

oratorio career.

On two occasions the tenor appears as a secondary villain. The

first is in the fourth oratorio, Athalia, as the character, Mathan, and

in Handel's next to last oratorio, Susannah, as the character the First

Elder.
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The tenor appears in the capacity of a narrator with a specific

name in three oratorios. In Esther he is the Second Israelite; in

Samson, the Philistine and the Israelitish Man; and in Solomon, Zadok.

In two oratorios, Israel In Egyjt and the Occasional Oratorio,

the tenor appears as a narrator without a specific name. The equal

significance of the tenor as compared with other soloists in Israel In

Egyjgt was a prelude to the new prominence accorded him beginning with

Samson. In the Occasional Oratorio, which follows Samson at a later

date, the tenor maintains this significance.

The tenor solo voice is predominatly used to portray characters

of a heroic or sympathetic nature as opposed to unsympathetic or

villainous roles.

Styles of the Arias

Handel writes a wide variety of aria styles for the tenor solo

voice depending upon the dramatic situation. A certain style is not

necessarily assigned to one particular emotion or to a given dramatic

situation.

In the sixteen oratorios included in this study there is a total

of sixty-two arias. The aria style most frequently employed is the

aria di bravura, being used sixteen times. As the importance of the

tenor soloist increased, the tendency to write arias of the aria di

bravura style increased in proportion. The first aria di bravura for

tenor is in the oratorio Saul. In Judas Maccabaeus all five of the tenor
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arias are of this style.

The aria di bravura is used to express praise, self pity, confi-

dence, love, admonition, to petition for mercy, and as an expression

of religious zeal. It is also used as a call to battle, to express deter-

mination, as a means of declamation, and to declare a moral lesson.

The aria cavatina style is written for the tenor a total of eleven

times. The style first appears for tenor in Joseph And His Brethren

and is present in all remaining oratorios with t he exception of Judas

Maccabaeus. The aria cavatina expresses praise, love and sorrow.

It is also used as a means of petition for mercy, and prayer to God.

Tenor roles include the aria cantabile a total of eight times to

express love, generousity, indecision, petition for mercy, praise to God

and in one instance as a means of consolation. Handel first employed

the aria cantabile for the tenor voice in Esther, and it is used in Athalia,

Saul, and Samson.

Aria agitata, which is a form of aria parlante, occurs eight

times for tenor. The aria agiata appears in Athalia, Samson, Joseph

And His Brethren, and Jephtha. Fear, self pity, confusion, surprise,

and sorrow are the needs expressed in arias of the style.

Six arias are in the aria d'imitazione style. These arias occur in

Saul, Samson, Belshazzar, the Occasional Oratorio, and are used as

expressions of loyalty, confidence, and praise. Arias in this style also

serve as means of exhortation and moralization.
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Seven arias of the aria di mezzo carattere style are for the

tenor. These occur in Esther, Solomon, and Jephtha. The arias

function as means of prayer and to express love, praise, and confidence.

The aria di portamento appears in Esther and the Occasional

Oratorio. The tenor expresses praise to God and petitions for mercy

in the three arias of this style.

The aria strepito is utilized in Joshua and Susannah, and the aria

infuriata occurs once in Belshazzar. In these aria styles the tenor

soloist expresses determination, love and confidence.

Two styles of arias, aria all'unisono and aria senzaaccompa-

Zgnamento, are not employed in any of the tenor roles.

It is possible that many of the arias classified as aria d'imi-

tazione could also be classified as aria concertata. The difference

between the two is a matter of how many instruments are used for ac-

companiment, and how elaborate the accompaniment is.

The only form of aria parlante tha is not employed is the aria

di nota e parole.

In the oratorios in which John Beard premiered the tenor role

the arias tend to be in the styles of aria agitate, aria di strepito, aria

infuriata, and aria bravura.

In the oratorios premiered by Thomas Lowe, the arias tend to be

in the styles of aria cantabile, aria di portamento, aria di mezzo

carattere, aria cavatina, and aria d'imitazione.
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Range of the Arias

The range of the arias for the tenor voice is generally limited.

The lowest note in the arias is c below middle c' and the highest note is

a' above middle c'.

The d below middle c' appears most often as the lowest note. It

is the lowest note in twenty-one arias. The e below middle c' is the

lowest note in twenty arias. The e flat and c are the lowest notes in two

arias and the g below middle c' is the lowest note only once.

The g' above middle c' occurs as the highest note in twenty-four

arias. The a' above middle c' is the highest note in eighteen arias.

Nine arias go only as high as f' sharp above middle c' while f' is the top

note in the range of three arias. The a' flat above middle c' is the

highest note in four arias. Both e' and g' sharp above middle c' exist

as the highest notes in arias only once each.

The average range of the arias varies little from the first oratorio

Esther through the last oratorio Jephtha. The average compass is from

d below middle c' to g' above middle c'.

In the six oratorios premiered with John Beard in the tenor role,

the average range is d below middle c' to g' above middle c'.

In the four oratorios premiered with Thomas Lowe singing the

tenor role, the average range is from e below middle c' to g' above

middle c'.



CHAPTER III

BAROQUE PERFORMANCE PRACTICES IN RELATION

TO PRESENT DAY PERFORMANCES OF

HANDELIAN TENOR ROLES

The current trend is to perform works of early composers in a

manner which recreates as nearly as possible original performance

conditions and practices. The conscientious musician can, through

diligent research, find many statements regarding the interpretation

of early music.

Several factors influence the choice and style of execution of

ornaments during this period. The ornaments used and the style in

which they were performed varied from country to country, from the

early Baroque to the late Baroque, and from singer to singer.

"The purist who labors at an authoritative edition can never

come within measurable distance of what was originally heard because

of the high degree of extemporization. "1 The extemporization in the

early performances poses a problem to present day singers. In the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the singer reigned supreme and

the composer was, to a great degree, subordinated to him. Today the

1 Percy M. Young, The Oratorios of Handel, (London, 1949),
p. 205.
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composer's position is more dominante and the singer is expected to

sing the music as it is written. For this reason singers today are not

trained to improvise. Nevertheless, through study one can learn much

of the Baroque period which will enable performances to closely adhere

to the practices of the period.

The early castrati singers of Italian opera seria were known

for their great ability to perform astounding feats of vocalism. Many

forms of compound ornamentation were employed and these were taken

to great extremes. The voice was predominant in the early Baroque

and all other elements of the opera such as dramatic movement and

rhythm of the music were subordinated to the embellishments employed

by the singer.

In the opera seria it was common practice to reserve the

greatest amount of embellishments for the repeated section or da capo

of the aria. In the early years of the Baroque period, from approx-

imately 1600 to 1675, ornamentation was carried to such lengths as

to completely distort the rhythm, impede and disguise the melody, and

in general, to slow down the entire aria. "In comparison with the

exuberant gorgia of the early Baroque the bel canto ornamentation of

the middle Baroque was restrained because it subordinated the embel-

lishments to the even flow of the melody. "2

2 Manfred F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era From
Monteverdi to Bach, (New York, 1947), p. 372.
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Charles Burney made the observation in 1785 that "Shakes are

now sparingly used by the few who are able to make them, except at a

close, and in old fashioned French singing. ,"3

Tosi (1647-1732) required and used improvised ornaments in the

da capo but was against the excessive practice prevalent at the time.4

Tosi further observes that a singer ". . . should not allow, that a

superfluity of them Eornaments] should prejudice the composition and

confound the ear. "5

In the late Baroque the practice again prevailed of excessive

ornamentation but probably not to the extremes of the early Baroque.

Corri writing in 1810 gives insight into the use of ornamentation.

"Ornaments should ever be in subordination to the character
and design of the composition, and introduced only on words
which will admit of decoration, without destroying the senti-
ment; nor, indeed should they ever be introduced but by the
singer capable of executing them with precision and effect;
when used properly, and with moderation, they are no doubt,
brilliant concomitants to the vocal art; but at present [1810]
no one thinks of singing a song without flourishing on every
note, . .s,

Scholar Are these abuses of recent date?
Master Only of recent date; within my memory those famous
singers Farinelli, Geziello, Pachiartti, Milico, Aprilli, Raff
and others of the first eminence, sung compositions with the

3 Charles Burney, An Account of The Musical Performances in
Westminster Abbey and The Pantheon in Commemoration of Handel,
(London, 1785), p. 52.

4 Bukofzer, 2p. cit., p. 373.

5 Pier Francesco Tosi, Observations of the Florid Song, English
translation by J. E. Galliard, (Great Britian, 1926), p. 95.
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parts appointed to them; nor were they permitted to introduce
at random, any graces, ornaments, etc., as caprice directed;
but in such places only as the composer had alloted. 16

Bukofzer indicates that ornamentation by the middle and late

Baroque was generally subordinated to the overall musical and dramatic

function of an aria. A singer was only allowed to improvise embel-

lishments at those places alloted to him by the composer and then

they must be kept in strict subordination to the flow of the music and

must not distort the rhythm. This was contrary to practices of the

early Baroque.7

The degree and methods of embellishments changed not only

with various phases of the Baroque but also with the different

countries. ". * . the Italians notated hardly any embellishments

at all, leaving them to the performer; . . . . Handel clearly il-

lustrates, as he usually does, the Italian attitude. "8 This fact further

complicates any attempt to establish the degree and types of ornamen-

tation used in the oratorios of Handel. Clarification also depends upon

the fact that in the oratorios the solo voice was more integrated into

the whole of the art form rather than being a means of vocal display.

With the decrease in the use of castrati singers and the increased re-

liance upon native English singers, Handel began to enrich the accom-

paniment of the arias and to place more importance on the role of the chorus.

6 Domineco Corri, The Singers Preceptor, (London, 1810), p. 3.

7 Bukofzer, 2p. cit., pp. 371, 372, 373.

8 Bukofzer, 2p. cit., p. 375.
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There also occured a decrease in the use of da capo arias be-

ginning with the oratorio Athalia (1733). Da capo arias are almost

totally absent in Saul (1739), Samson (1743), and other oratorios of the

middle period (1739-1748). But the trend is somewhat reversed in

Alexander Balus (1748) and Susannah (1749). 9 It is possible that the

decline in use of the da capooccured because of the decreased ability

of the singers to improvise embellishments to the degree known in the

late Renaissance and early Baroque, although it is doubtful that it

can be proven.

In deciding what embellishments should be employed and to

what degree they should be exercised, consideration should be given

to the singers for which the various tenor roles were written.

Handel wrote the tenor roles in ten of the sixteen oratorios

included here for either John Beard or Thomas Lowe. And indication

of their respective abilities can be found in the works of two contem-

poraneous writers, both of whom heard them sing.

The more prominent tenor was John Beard. Beard created the

tenor roles in Israel inEgypt Samson, Joseph and His Brethren, Judas

Maccabaeus, Belshazzar, and Jephtha. He received all his musical educa-

tion and vocal training at the Chapel Royal under the teacher Bernard Gates. 10

9 Winton Dean, Handel's Dramatic Oratorios and Masques,
(London, 1959), p. 67.

1 0 Bernard Gates (1685-1733), was an English musician and
master of choristers of the Chapel Royal. He also acted in Esther in
1732 under Handel's direction.
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Charles Dibdin, in his book A Complete History of the a

refers to Beard in the following manner:

"Beard was a singer of great excellence. His voice was
sound, male, powerful and extensive. His tones were
natural and he had flexibility enough to execute any passages
however difficult, which task indeed frequently fell his lot
in some of Handel's oratorios; . . .a."il

Most significant in indicating Beard's use of embellishments

are the following observations by Dibdin:

"t * " . in short he never did more than was set down

for him, he never set on a quantity of barren spectators to
applaud while some necessary question of the song stood still:

Oh there be singers that I have listened to, and heard
other applaud, aye, and encore too, that neither
having the accent of Eunuch, man, or beast, yet a mix-
ture of all three, or possessing a single trait of fancy,
trifle, or expression, have so soared, so sunk, and so
cantabiled, that one would have thought some ventri-
loquist had made fingers, and not made them well, they
imitated so abominally. Beard was the reverse of all
of this; . . . .112

Thomas Lowe created the tenor roles in the oratorios Joshua,

Alexander Balus, Solomon, and Susannah. Lowe reportedly possessed

a better voice than did Beard but was considered an inferior musician.

Dibdin's opinion of Lowe was not the highest:

"Lowe was a great favorite and perhaps had a more even
and mellow voice than Beard; and, in mere love songs

1ICharles Dibdin, A Complete History of the Stage, (London,

1800), Vol. 5, p. 363.

12 Ibid., pp. 363, 364.
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when little more than a melodious utterance was necessar
he might have beensaid to have exceeded him, . . . . "13

Dr. Charles Burney's opinion of Lowe was the same as Dibdin's:

"Lowe had sometimes a subordinate part given him; but
with the finest tenor voice I ever heard in my life, for
want of deligence and cultivation, he never could be
trusted with anything better than a ballad, which he con-
stantly learned by ear; whereas Mr. Beard, with an inferior
voice, constantly possessed the favor of the public by his
superior conduct, knowledge of Music, and intelligence
as an actor. "14

Both Beard and Lowe sang all the tenor roles, in the oratorios

here under question, at one time or another during Handel's lifetime.

It appears that while both Beard and Lowe were favored singers

with Handel, they did not possess the ability of extemporized em-

bellishment to the extent of the Italian castrati.

In relation to the types of ornamentation in practice during the

Baroque period, Bukofzer states that "The multitude of ornaments was

by now Late BaroqueJ stereotyped in a few patterns, notable the

appoggiatura, the shake, the portamento and mess a di voce, and the

teimp2 rubato. "1 5

Mancini writing in 1777 stated that "The graces and beauties that

the art of singing uses to enrapture the human heart are: Portamento

1 3 Ibid., p. 364.

1 4 Charles Burney, A General Histor of Music From the
Earliest Ages to the Present Period, (London, 1789), p. 1010.

1 5 Bukofzer, ?p.,_cit., p. 372,
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di voce, appoggiatura, messa di voce, trillo, and mordente. "116

Robert Donnington writing in the Grove's Dictionary of Music

and Musicians states that "A few ornaments, notably the mordent, the

appoggiatura and the trill, are of nearly universal Baroque application;

while one, namely the cadential trill, is universally indispensable. ",17

With the knowledge of the respective abilities of Beard and of

Lowe, an understanding of the ornaments in common use, and with

study of the music, it is possible to make certain generalizations con-

cerning ornamentation closely in keeping with original practices. The

degree of extemporization left to the singer is, of course, a less defi-

nite factor.

The collection of Handel' s works consulted for this study has

been the Chrysander edition published from 1858 to 1902. Chrysander

consulted Handel' s original autographs, the Smith copies in the Toyal

Collection, the Fitzwilliam manuscripts and the conducting scores

which were discovered by Victro Schoeler in a Bristol, England,

bookstore in 1856. Chrysander tended to rely more upon the conducting

scores than upon the original autographs. The conducting scores are

copies used in performances and amended from time to

1 6 Giambattista Mancini, Practical Reflections on the Figurative
Art of Singing, English translation by Pietra Buzzi, (Boston, 1912),
p. 117.

1 7 Robert Donnington, "Articles of Baroque Ornamentation,"
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. VI, (New York,
1954), 384.
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time by Handel or his assistants. 18 In these scores Handel indicates

only the trill or shake and some appoggiaturas. It was understood by

the singers of the period when to employ the various forms of the

ornaments.

Appoggiatura

"Appoggiatura is a word to which the English language
has not an equivalent; it is a note added by the singer,
for the arriving more gracefully to the following note,
either in rising or falling. . . ., In a sense, you lean
on the first to arrive at the note intended, rising or
falling; and you dwell longer on the preparation than on
the note for which the preparation is made, and ac-
cording to the value of the note."19

According to Corri the above or superior appoggiatura is

taken as follows:

"Superior Grace thus sung thus Take the

Grace forte and melt into the note.

Tosi indicates the correct execution of the superior appog-

giatura in the following manner: ". . .you dwell longer on the

Preparation than on the note for which the Preparation is made and

according to the Value of the Note. " 21

1 8 Dean, 2. cit., p. 94.

1 9Arnold Dolmetsch, The Interpretation of The Music of the
XVIIth and XVIIIth Centuries, (London, 1915), p. 119.

2 0 Corri, 2R. cit., p. 32.
2 1 Tosi, 2p. cit., p. 32.
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According to Quantz if the note preceding the note which

receives the appoggiatura is one or two steps higher, the appoggiatura

should then be taken from above. 22

The next most frequently employed form of the appoggiatura is

from below. Corri refers to this type, the Inferior Grace, in the follow-

ing manner: "Inferior Grace thus sung thus Take

the Grace softly and force it into theNote. 23

Tosi indicates the proper execution with the following example:

24

According to Quantz, "If the preceding note is lower than the

following one, the appoggiatura must be taken from below.,,25

Additional types of appoggiaturas are discussed by Quantz.

"Passing appoggiaturas occur when several notes of
the same value descend in leaps of thirds.

2 2 Johann J. Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote
Traversiere zu Spielen, English translation by Edward R. Reilly,
(Michigan, 1962), p. 122.

23 Corri, 2P. cit., p. 32.

2 4 Tosi, op. cit., p. 32.

2 5 Quantz, 2L. cit., p. 122.
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"Accented appoggiaturas, or appoggiaturas which fall
on the downbeat, are found before a long note on the
downbeat following a short one on the upbeat. Here
the appoggiatura is held for half the value of the follow-
ing principal note.) 2 6

t4rL Te N

Another type of appoggiatura employed frequently in Handelian

oratorio is the cadential appoggiatura. This type of a appoggiatura

is most generally employed at the final cadence of a recitative. All

general rules governing the proper use of the appoggiatura apply to the

cadential appoggiatura. Donnington refers to J. A. Scheibe2 7 in F. W.

Marpurg's28 Kritische-Briefe, Berlin, 1760-62, for the proper appli-

cation of the cadential appoggiatura.

2 6 Quantz, 2P. cit., pp. 123-126.

2 7 Johann Adolph Scheibe, (1708-1776), German critic, conductor
and composer. He contributed a treatise on recitative, of which he was
a proficient composer, to the Bibliothek der schonen Wissenschaften
und freien Kunste, Vols. XI and XII, in 1764-65.

2 8 F. W. Marpurg, (1718-1795), German writer on music. Wrote
important theortical works.
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"Regarding the notation of the feminine cadence with
the falling fourth, we must observe that the last two
notes are written by some composers differently from
what is sung, e. g.:

E~t s~r~w: _ ______ _____

V .0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *00

This notation is undoubtedly regrettable because in the
nature of things we should not write differently from
what is sung, and because many untutored singers can
be led astray by this, especially in the middle of a
recitative. 29

Other appoggiaturas may be sung from below to an interval

of a perfect fourth, perfect fifth and major sixth above; from above

to a major sixth, perfect fifth and a perfect fourth below; and up-

ward or downward to a major third. These may be executed in ac-

cordance with the following rule set forth by Quantz: . . . if a long

not follows one or more short notes on the downbeat or upbeat, and

remains in consonant harmony, an appoggiatura may be placed before

the long note, in order to constantly keep the melody agreeable. . . * "30

2 9 Robert Donnington, The Interpretation of Early Music,
(London, 1963), p. 146,

3 0 Quantz, 2p. cit., p. 128.
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Trill or Shake

Scholars of the Baroque period stress the fact that a singer

should know the proper use of the trill to be a complete master of his

art.

"Its chief characteri tics are:
1. A principal note, part of the harmony, and an

auxilary note a whole tone or a semitone above it.
2. The rapid alternation of these two notes so arranged

rhythmically that the accent falls upon the upper
note, at least at the beginning."t 3 1

Several general rules have been outlined to determine the proper

place and execution of the tr ill.

"The very slow shake is customary only in French
singing, and is of as little use as the very quick,
trembling one,

Each shake must take up no more than the interval of
a half tone, as is required by the key, and by the note
upon which the shake originates. . . it must be played
evenly, or at a uniform and moderate speed.

In the case of the human voice, I might further con-
clude that the soprano should execute the shake more
quickly than the alto and, in the proper proportion,
the tenor and bass should execute it more slowly
than the soprano and alto.

31 Dolmetsch, 2p. cit., p. 155.
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Each shake begins with the appoggiatura that precedes
its note, and. . .the appoggiatura may be taken from
above or below.!"3 2

" . .the Baroque trill performs primarily a har-
monic and only secondarily a melodic function.,, 33

"t .*..from the instructions I received from my Preceptor
Porpora, and from my observations of almost all the best
Singers Europe has produced within the last 50 years I
find that the qualifications necessary to form a perfect
shake are EQUALITY OF NOTES DISTINCTLY MARKED
EASY AND MODERATELY QUICK. . .the note which
bears the Shake ought to be the most predominant being
the note belonging to the melody, and if the auxiliary note
is too closely blended, the principal cannot be sufficiently
distinguished. . . . Begin the note on which you mean
to shake Piano, swell it to Forte and return to Piano;
and begin the shake very slowly increasing in quickness
by degrees till it becomes rapid, and at the conclusion
of a shake, a Turn is added, . . .0.134

"The precepts of art teach us that the trill is formed by
a real tone, with the help of a false one in the major.
The trill must always start on the false tone and end on
the real tone. The false tone must be one tone higher
than the real, and one must think it still higher, and
both must be equally vibrated. i35

According to Tosi the first type of the trill ". . . is the

Shake Major, from the violent motion of two neighboring sounds at

the distance of a tone, one of which may be called principal. .

3 2 Quantz, 22. cit., pp. 135, 136, 137.

3 3 Donnington, op. cit., p. 399.

3 4 Corri, 02. cit., p. 30.

3 5 Mancini, op. cit., p. 132.
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the other. . .an auxilary." 3 6

Corri's instructions for the performance of the major shake

correspond to those of Tosi in part. Corri indicates that neighboring

tones to the main tone are a whole step distance. Corri differs from

Tosi in that his example indicates the trill consists of a main tone and

neighboring tones above.

37

Tosi indicates that the second type of trill ". . . is the Shake

Minor consisting of a sound, and its neighboring Semitone Major;

1138

3 6 Tosi, p. cit., p. 43.

3 7 Corri,. op. cit., p. 31.

3 8 Tosi, op. cit., p. 44.
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Corri also directs that minor shake should consist of a

main tone with neighboring tones of a semitone.

39

Another form of the trill is the short shake. The short shake

is shorter in length than the long shake and is employed in a passage

taken at a quick tempo. The short or rapid shake was not the most

common form of the trill in the Baroque period but did appear on

occasion.

According to Tosi "The third is the Mezzo-trillo or the short

shake. . . this shake pleases more in brisk and lively airs than in

the Pathetick. A4

Corri states that the short shake can be either of a whole

tone or half tone. He instructs that it be executed with more ve-

41
locity than the long shake and is very short in length.

3 9 Corri, 2p. cit., p. 31.

40
Tosi, 2p. cit., p. 45.

4 1 Corri, 2p.. cit., p. 31.
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Tosi also makes reference to a trillo mordente which is

similar to Corri's definition of the Mordente or Short Shake.

"t . . trillo mordente, or the shake with a beat. . . produced with

more velocity than others. . . after the appoggiatura. .. . 42

One of the most important types of trill or shake in the Baroque

period is the cadential trill or shake. This type of shake has uni-

versal application to all Baroque music.

43

The cadential trill occurs at any major cadence point in both

recitatives and arias. It can be treated more freely as regards the

length of time it is held. Corri gives explicit examples of the proper

execution of two types of cadential trill. The first cadential trill is of

a semitone to be started slowly, increasing the speed until a moderately

rapid tempo is achieved.

4 2 Tosi, 2LL. cit., p. 47.

4 3 Quantiz, 2R. cit, p. 138.
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44

kee rThee 'rx C O&

Corri then gives an example of a tone shake functioning as a

cadential trill. This trill also is to be started slowly and increased

in speed until a moderate tempo is reached.

45

Application of the trill to the vocal music of Handel should

adhere strictly to the above examples and rules. Primarily trills

should be executed at the places indicated by Handel and at select

cadences. Care should be taken to avoid overuse of this ornament.

Mordent

A mordent can be distinguished from a trill or shake in that

a mordent is a more or less free and rapid alternation of the main

note with a lower accessory note a tone or semitone below it. The

trill or shake most generally oscillates between a main note and a note

a step above, whether prepared from above or below.

4 4 Corri, 2p. cit., p. 30.

4 5 Ibid., p. 30.
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The mordent was one of the most freely employed ornaments

at any date or in any country during the Baroque by both singers and

instrumentalists.

Quantz gives the following instruction regarding the proper place

to use the mordent. "The battemens. . . may be introduced in leaps,

where appoggiaturas are not permitted, to enliven the notes and make

them brilliant. "46

Other statements regarding the use of the mordent include:

". . . the trill and mordente always end the same way,
i. e., on the real tone. "47

"The normal situation with regard to the standard
mordent of any period. . is that it starts unprepared,
on its main (upper) note, which thus takes the accent
. . * but the note itself is not prolonged, "48

" the mordente should be shorter and faster than the
trill, . .49

"A long continued mordent is not a rhythmic ornament,
but an intensification and coloration of the texture. Like
the long trill. . . it may be taken at a very steady rate
of repercussion. But the shorter mordent, and above all
the single mordent, are rhythmic ornaments, and their
repercussions are normally taken at a very rapid speed.

4 6 Quantz, p2p. cit., p. 130.

4 7 Mancini, 2p. cit., p. 136.

4 8 Donnington, The Interpretation of Earl Music, p. 200.

4 9 Mancini, op. cit., p. 136.

50 Donnington, The Interpretation of Early Music, p. 200.
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The three basic types of mordents are the diatonic, chromatic,

and the single lower mordents.

"A mordent is diatonic when its accessory (lower) note
is taken at the interval of a tone or of a semitone from
its main (upper) note in accordance with the key in
which the passages stands.

, 69 , 0 0 A 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 
.9 0

A mordent is chromatic when its accessory (lower)
note is taken at the interval of a semitone from its
main (upper) note although the key of the passage
would make this interval a tone. t5l

The single lower mordent can be of a tone or a semitone

and is to be sung very rapidly.

52

5U1

5 1 Ibid., p. 198

5 2 Ibid., p. 195.
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Handel does not indicate the mordent but in applying the use

of the mordent to his vocal music, the above rules and examples should

be observed. The mordent, like the trill, should be employed with

discretion.

Portamento di voce

The portamento di voce along with the messa di voce is a type

of ornamentation frequently employed in the Baroque period.

Corri states that the "Portamento di voce is the perfection of

vocal music; it consists in the swell and dying of the voice, the sliding

and blending one note into another with delicacy and expression. "53

Mancini agrees with Corri's definition of portamento di voice.

"By portamento I mean the passing and blending of the
voice from one tone to another, with perfect proportion
and union, in ascending as well as descending. . . a
straight and limpid graduation that must pass, support
and blend from one tone to the other. 54

According to Corri, "When the passages are, of gradual notes,

slur, and join them with nicety. "55

Handel does not indicate portamento di vce in the tenor solo

music under consideration here. It can be employed if in accordance

with the preceding rules.

5 3 Corri, op. cit., p. 3.

54 Mancini, 2p. cit., p. 111.

5 5 Corri, 2p. cit., p. 52.
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Messa di Voce

Messa di voce is the most neglected ornament of the Baroque

period when music of the period is performed today.

Mancini gives clear definition and instructions for its use.

"Messa di voce, is the art in which the singer gives
to any sustained note its graduation, starting it with
almost a thread of voice and then reinforcing it pro-
portionately to the greatest power in which it can be
developed, and then takes it back again, with the
same graduation that has been used in going from soft
to loud.

This messa di voce is ordinarily used at the beginning
of an aria cantabile or on a crowned note, and is also
used to prepare for a cadenza. . . any true artist
uses it on only sustained or crowned note tone which
he finds interspersed in any composition." 5 6

Corri instructs that "On every note of any duration, use the

Messa di voce." 5 7

Tosi instructs the singer to ". . . raise the voice with a

messa di voce, the voice always rising till he reaches it. the next

tone ,,58

5 6 Mancini, 9_. cit., pp. 117, 118.

5 7 Corri, 2p. cit., p. 52.

5 8 Tosi, op. cit., p. 38.
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The use of messa di voce is most desirable in the vocal music

of Handel. It should be employed with any sustained note and functions

as a dynamic variation.

Gruppo or Turn

The grup2o or turn is an ornament of universal application in

the Baroque period. This ornament should be used in all vocal music

of Handel within the context of the following rules.

Corri defines the gruppo very clearly in the following statement:

"The turn consists of the addition of two notes, one
higher and one lower than the note of the composition,
not exceeding the distance of a tone, the note above is
regulated by the intervals of the Gamut in which the
composition is written, the note below in general is no
farther than a semitone. All turns must be well
articulated and quickly executed. ,59

Corri gives the following instructions for the proper use of

the turn.

"The use of this ornament is to prevent monotony,
but should be used sparingly, and only where the
melody requires relief. The Scholar must be
cautious not to grow too fond of-it, lest he acquire
the habit of teazing every Note with it. The turn
may be used more frequently in quick music than
in any other style, and is particularly applicable

59 Corri, 9T. cit., p. 33.
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to those notes where the language is animated; . . . 60

Corri gives the following examples of three prevalent types of

turns of the period.

61

A*~oILrus

t 57M ra

Quanitz gives the following example

to the common turn of Corri.

of a turn which is similar

62

Baroque Tempo

The proper tempo in the performance of Baroque music has

been the subject of much discussion and misunderstanding. It is not

possible to establish a strict, exact code of rules to govern tempo of

the period. Generally, arias should not be taken too slowly but should

move forward with a constant, steady, movement which is charac-

teristic of Baroque music. An aria should be performed at a tempo

that will not distort the clarity of notes in florid passages.

6 0 Corri, p. cit._,_ p. 33.

6 1 Corri, op. cit., p. 33.o 6 2 Quantz, 2p_. cit., p.130.
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Tempo indications as adagio, largo, grave, etc., are vague

and refer many times more to mood than to tempo. Tempo is directly

related to mood and is largely dictated by it.

Quantz is quite detailed in dealing with the relationship of mood

and tempo.

"Finally, good execution, must be expressive, and
appropriate to each passion which one encounters.
In the allegro, and in all the gay pieces of this type,
liveliness must rule, but in the adagio, and pieces
of this character, delicacy must prevail, and the
tones must be drawn out or sustained in an agree-
able manner.

I will now indicate some particular features by which,
taken together, you can usually, if not always, per-
ceive the dominant sentiment of a piece, and in con-
sequence, how it should be performed. . . . This
may be determined by (1) whether the key is major
or minor. Generally a major key is used for the
expression of what is gay, bold, serious, and sublime,
and a minor one for the expression of the flattering,
melancholy, and tender. . . . The passion may
be discerned by (2) whether the intervals between the
notes are great or small, and whether the notes them-
selves should be slurred or articulated. Flattery,
melancholy, and tenderness are expressed by slurred
and close intervals, gaiety and boldness by brief artic-
ulated notes, or those forming distant leaps, as well
as figures in which dots appear regularly after the
second note. Dotted and sustained notes express the
serious and the pathetic; long notes, such as semi-
breves or minims, intermingled with quick ones ex-
press the majestic and sublime. (3) The passions
may be perceived from the dissonances. These do not
all produce the same effects; they produce a variety of
effects. . . . (4) The fourth indication of the domi-
nant sentiment is the word found at the beginning of
each piece, such as Allegro, Allegro non tanto, -- assai,
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-- di molto, -- moderato, Presto, Allegretto, Andante,
Andantino, Arioso, Cantabile, Spiritoso, Affettuoso,
Grave, Adagio, Adagio assai, Lento, Mesto, and so
forth. Each of these words, if carefully prescribed,
requires a particular execution in performance. In
addition, as I have said above, each piece which has
the character of one of those mentioned previously
may have in it diverse mixtures of pathetic, flattering,
gay, majestic, or jocular ideas. Hence you must, so
to speak, adopt a different one at each measure, so
that you can imagine yourself now melancholy, now gay,
now serious, etc. Such dissembling is very necessary
in music. He who can truly fathom this art is not like-
ly to be wanting in approval from his listners, and his
execution will always be moving., 63

Robert Donnington in the book The Interpretation of Early Music,

presents the following table of tempos based on further statements of

Quantz.

"'M. M. Numbers Based on Quantz

I. Allegro assai (including allegro molto, presto, etc.)
J = 160

II. Allegro (including poco allegro, vivace, etc.) .f= 120

III. Allegretto (including allegro ma non tanto, non troppo,
non presto, moderato, etc.) J =80

IV. Adagio cantabile (including cantabile, arioso, larghretto,
soave, dolce, poco andante, affettuoso, pomposo,
maestoso, alla siciliana, adagio spiritoso, etc.)

.1 = 40

V Adagio assai (including adagio pesante, lento, large
assai, mesto, grave, etc.) J1 =20

The above values are in common time. Double the
speed in alla breve time.,6.4

6 3Quantz, 2p. cit., pp. 170,171,172.

6 4 Donnington, The Interpretation of Early Music, p. 325.
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Winton Dean includes material from a magazine article printed

in London in 1800 that makes particular reference to the tempos of

Handel. " . . .some terms have acquired a different emphasis

since Handel's time. His allegro and presto were slower, and his

adagio and andante faster, than latter practice might suggest. "65

In the selection of proper tempos for performing Handel's

works, mood cannot be divorced from tempo. Proper tempos are also

a matter of innate musicianship which will take into account not only

the number and value of notes but also the building in which a per-

formance takes place, the mood of the words and the proportions of

the work of which it forms a part.

Tempo Rubato

Corri defines the practice of tempo rubato as follows:

"It is a detraction of the time from one note, and re-
storing it by increasing the length of another, or vice
versa; so that, whilst a singer is, in some measure,
singing ad libitum, the orchestra which accompanies
him keeps the time firmly and regularly. . . . "66

Frederick Dorian explains how the tempo rubato was employed:

"Rubato was thus used where a particular phrase re-
quired special expressive emphasis. This was accom-
plished by diminishing or increasing the value of the
notes-the bass, at the same time, maintaining the

6 5 William Crotch, "Remarks on the terms at present used in
Music for Regulating Time", Monthly Magazine, (London, 1800), cited
by Winton Dean, Handel's Dramatic Oratorios and Masques, (London,
1959), p. 120.

6 6 Corri, 2p. cit., p. 6 .
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regular pace. After a certain phrase was rendered rubato,
the performance would return to its regular rhythm, the
melody and bass strictly corresponding with each other. "67

Corri's opinion regarding the proper use of tempo rubato was

that:

". . . one caution, however, becomes highly necessary; namely
this grace, or licence, is to be used with moderation and dis-
cretion, in order to avoid confusion;. . . . This licence is of
temp2 rubato, may be used in any species of music where there
is a leading or predominant melody, and the management of it
must be left to the skill and prudence of the performer; .
and in using this licence, he should artfully manage the
lengthening and shortening of notes, to restore to the text what
he has stolen from the preceeding, by which means the laws
of harmony may be preserved. "68

Examples of tempo rubato given by Caccini are vivid examples

of the ornaxnent.

69

Great care should be given to the proper execution of this

ornament when employed in Handel's oratorios. Strict adherence to the

6 7Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Performance, (New
York, 1942), p. 190.

6 8 Corri, . ciIt., p. 6.

6 9 Dolmetsch, op. cit., p. 285.
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rules should be observed and extemporaneous employment with no

forethought should be avoided.

Baroque Pitch

Pitch is an aspect of Baroque music that has been subject to

much debate. It is difficult to determine whether or not present day

performances can be true to the actual pitch of original performances.

"We learn that the pitch of the Baroque orchestra varied
no less than 347 to 547. This amounts to a deviation from
f1 to c't sharp in comparison with standard a' today. Thus
it emerges that when either Bach or Handel played in c
major or a minor it was not the same key that is designated
by that name today. "70

It is probable that English pitch varied from one performance to

another and from town to town. English organs were tuned lower and

tended to lower the pitch also in secular music. A tuning fork believed

to be used to tune Handel's organ was examined by Samuel Ellis. 71 The

tuning fork was found to have a pitch less than a semitone below a (440).

This pitch would be approximately a' (422) and can be assumed to be

representative of English pitches in use in Handel's day and of the

pitches to which organs were then adjusted. 72

7 0 Dorian, 2E. cit., p. 319.

7 1 Samuel Ellis, English musicologist. Author of The History of
Musical Pitch.

7 2 L1. S. Lloyd, "The History of Pitch in England to A. D. 1800,"
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, (New York, 1954), Vol.
VI, p. 789.
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Willi Apel states that Handel possessed a tuning fork that in-

dicated that b' equaled 422. 73 Compared with a' (440) of today, this

would indicate that a' sounded somewhere near our present a' flat.

From available information it would seem that present day per-

formances are pitched approximately a semitone higher than they were

originally performed.

Ornamentation in Summary

The main difficulty preventing present day singers from attaining

authentic Baroque performances is the lack of knowledge concerning

correct traditions of performance. Presently singer s are influenced by

singing traditions of the Romantic period. Consequently certain

emphases in training have changed with different demands placed on

singers by composers of later periods.

The castrati traditions of singing completely dominated the

Baroque period. Emphasis in training was placed upon the development

of agility as opposed to great volume, dictated by the contrapuntal nature

of the music and by the relatively small size of the orchestras and

concert halls. Today, homophonic music receives more attention than

that which is strictly polyphonic. Orchestras and concert halls are

larger and singers are required to develop larger voices capable of

intense, dramatic styles of singing.

7 3 Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, (Massachusetts,

1961), p. 585.
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Baroque singers were highly trained in the art of extemporaneous

embellishment in singing. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

the composer was subordinate to the singers. Thus the singers took cer-

tain liberties not granted singers today.

Twentieth century singers who perform Baroque music are

obligated to strive to attain performances in keeping with correct

Baroque traditions. Several scholarly studies have been conducted in

attempts to discover correct performance practices of the various

periods of music history. Among the works pertaining to the Baroque

period are The Interpretation of the Music of the XVIIth and XVIIIth

Centuries Revealed by Contemporary Evidence (1915) by Arnold

Dolmetsch, The History of Music in Performance (1942) by Frederick

Dorian, Music in the Baroque Era From Monteverdi to Bach (1947) by

Manfred Bukofzer, and The Interpretation of Early Music (1963) by

Robert Donnington. As valuable as these works are, further research

is needed. The performer encounters conflicting ideas and opinions in

both the writings of contemporaneous and present day scholars. Per-

haps in no other facet of music is research more in order than in the

area of proper performance practices for any given period of music

history.

With any performance of Baroque music is encountered the

problem of varying backgrounds and abilities of the different perform-

ing artists. Because of these differences, varying interpretations of
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the music may arise. The ideal solution is for all concerned to be

willing to study available research on Baroque performance practices.

All artists should then agree on certain performance practices for the

specific performance. Although this might involve compromise on

everyone's part, it would result in a better over all balanced performance.



APPENDIX

AN ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF ARIAS

IN EACH ORATORIO ACCORDING

TO A CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

Esther

"Dread not, righteous Queen"

A. Style-aria cantabile with da capo

B. Range-e flat to at flat

C. Tessitura-g to et flat

"How can I stay when love invites"

A. Style-aria di mezzo carattere with da capo

B. Range-f sharp to a'

C. Tessitura-a to el

D. Other problems-soloist required to sing numerous at

"O beauteous Queen"

A. Style-aria cantabile with dacpp

B. Range-f to g'

C. Tessitura-a to f'

"Sing songs of praises"

A. Style-aria di portamento with daapc
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B.

C.

"Tune your

A.

B.

C.

D.

Range-f to a'

Tessitura-a to e'

harps to cheerful strains"

Style-aria cantabile with da capo

Range-f to a'

Tessitura-g to f'

Other problems-soloist required to trill

Revision of Esther

The oratorio does not contain a tenor role.

Deborah

The oratorio does not contain a tenor role.

Athalia

"Gentle airs, melodious strains"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to f' sharp

C. Tessitura-a to d'

D. Other problems-difficult rhythmical patterns which demand
clear distinction between eight, sixteenth,
and thirty-second notes

"Hark! Hark ! Hark! His thunders around me role !"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-e to g'

C. Tessitura-a to d'

94
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Saul

"Birth and fortune I despise"

A. Style-aria cantabile

B. Range-e to g'

C. Tessitura-a to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to trill

"But sooner Jordan's stream I swear"

A. Style-aria d'imitazione

B. Range-f to a'

C. Tessitura-g to e'

"From cities storm'd and battles won"

A. Style-aria cantabile

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f to d'

"No, no cruel father no!"

A. Style-aria strepito

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-a to e'

"Sin not, oh King against the youth"

A. Style-aria cantabile with da capo

B. Range-d to f'

C. Tessitura-g to d'

"Wise, great, and good"

A. Style-aria di bravura
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C. Tessitura-f to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute many
trills within florid lines

Israel In Egypt

"The enemy said"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to a'

C. Tessitura-a to f' sharp

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute many florid
lines containing triplet figures. The
florid lines require high vocal intensity.

Samson

"Great Dagon has subdued our foe"

A. Style-aria cantabile

B. Range-d sharp to g'

C. Tessitura-g to d'

"Loud as the thunder's awful voice"

A. Style-aria d'imitazione,

B. Range- d to a'

C. Tessitura-f sharp to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to sing long florid lines

"My strength is from the living God"

A. Style-aria cantabile

B. Range-f to a' flat
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C. Tessitura-g to e' flat

D. Other problems-soloist required to sing long sustained
lines

"Oh ever failing trust in mortal strength'

A. Style-aria d'imitazione

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to sing trills

"Thus when the sun from's wat'ry bed"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f to d'

D. Other problems- soloist required to sing florid lines

"Torments, alas !"

A. Style-aria di agitata

B. Range-e flat to g'

C. Tessitura-g to el flat

"Total Eclipse"

A. Style-aria jparlante

B. Range-g to e'

C. Tessitura-f sharp to e'

"Why does the God of Israel sleep"

A. Style-aria d'imitazione with da capo

B. Range-d to a' flat
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C. Tessitura-a to el

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute many florid
lines containing large intervals

"Your charms to ruin led the way"

A. Style-aria parlante

B. Range-d to f'

C. Tessitura-g to e' flat

D. Other problems-soloist required to sing slow sustained
lines

Joseph And His Brethren

"Ah! My foul offence wrote in my face."

A. Style-aria agitata

B. Range-e flat to g'

C. Tessitura-a flat to d'

"Remorse, confusion, horror, fear!"

A. Style-aria agitata

B. Range-d to a'

C. Tessitura-g to e' flat

"Thou had'st my Lord, a father once"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-d to f'

C. Tessitura-e to d'
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"To keep afar from all offence"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f to e flat

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid
lines containing triplet figures. Requires
sustained breath control

Belshazzar

"I thank thee, Sesach"

A. Style-aria infuriata

B. Range-f to g'

C. Tessitura-b to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute florid lines
containing trills

"Let festal joy triumphant reign!"

A. Style-aria d'imitazione with da capo

B. Range-f to g'

C. Tessitura-b to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines

"Let the deep bowl thy praise confess !"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to a'

C. Tessitura-f to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute extended florid
lines. Two phrases begin on a'.
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Occasional Oratorio

"He has his mansion fixed on high"

A. Style-aria di portamento

B. Range-e to g'

C. Tessitura-g to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long sustained
lines and two trills

"Jehovah is my shield my glory"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to g

C. Tessitura-f sharp to d'

D. Other problems-aria is of extreme length, 220 measures,
demanding much endurance

"0 Lord, how many are my foes !"

A. Style-aira cavatina

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-g to e'

D. Other problems-contains difficult rhythm patterns

"Them will I Jehovah praise"

A. Style-aria d'imitazione

B. Range-e to f' sharp

C. Tessitura-g sharp to d'

"Tyrants whom no con'nants bind"

A. Style-aria di bravura
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B. Range-e to e'

C. Tessitura-a to c' sharp

Judas Maccabaeus

"Call forth thy powers my soul and dare"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to a'

C. Tessitura-a to e

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
in fast tempo

"How vain is man"

A. Style-aria di bravura with da cpo

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute florid lines
containing trills and difficult intervals

"No unhallowed desire our breasts shall inspire"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-f to gI

C. Tessitura-g to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines

"Sound an Alarm"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to at

C. Tessitura-f to d'
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D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
containing difficult intervals.

"With honor let desert be crowned"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-e to at

C. Tessitura-a to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines

Alexander Balus

"Great author of this harmony'

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to ft

C. Tessitura-g to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute trill

"Great God, from whom all blessings spring"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-e to at

C. Tessitura-g to et

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long runs,

though not florid lines

"Hateful man!"

A. Style-aria di bravura with da capo

B. Range-e flat to a' flat

C. Tessitura-g to e' flat

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute extremely long

florid lines
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"To God who made the radiant sun"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to fV

C. Tessitura-g to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute a trill

"Ye servants of the eternal king"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to f'

C. Tessitura-g to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute a trill

Joshua

"Haste Israel Haste"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-a to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
sung in a moderate tempo

"While Kedron's brook to Jordan's stream its silver tribute pays"

A. Style-aria di mezzo carattere

B. Range-f to g'

C. Tessitura-a to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
sung in a moderate tempo
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"With doubled rage return"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-e to g'

C. Tessitura-a to el

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
sung in a moderate tempo

Solomon

"Golden columns, fair and bright"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e sharp

C. Tessitura-f sharp to c' sharp

"Indulge thy faith and wedded truth"

A. Style-aria di mezzo carattere

B. Range-e sharp to a'

C. Tessitura-f sharp to f' sharp

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
sung in a moderate tempo

"Sacred raptures cheer my breast"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-e to a'

C. Tessitura-g to f'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute Along florid lines
containing octave intervals. Must execute
a trill
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Susannah

"Blooming as the face of Spring"

A. Style-aria di strepito with da capo

B. Range-f sharp to a'

C. Tessitura-a to e'

"Round thy urn my tears shall flow"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-e to f' sharp

C. Tessitura-g to e'

"When the trumpet sounds"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-d to e' sharp

C. Tessitura-a to e'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long florid lines
and must trill

"Ye verdant hills"

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-d to fV sharp

C. Tessitura-f sharp to d'

Jephtha

"For ever blessed be thy holy name:

A. Style-aria cavatina

B. Range-g to g'
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C. Tessitura-g flat to e' Flat

D. Other problems-aria is very sustained

"His mighty arm with sudden blow"

A. Style-aria di bravura

B. Range-c to a'

C. Tessitura-e to f'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute complicated
florid lines

"Open thy marble jaws 0 tomb and hide me earth"

A. Style-aria agitate with da capo

B. Range-c to a' flat

C. Tessitura-d flat to e' flat

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute passages with
disjunct rhythm patterns with unnatural
word accents

"Virtue my soul shall embrace"

A. Style-aria di mezzo carattere with da capo

B. Range-d to g'

C. Tessitura-f sharp to d'

D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long runs con-
taining triplets

"Waft her angels, through the skies"

A. Style-aria di mezzo carattere with da capo

B. Range-f sharp to a'

C. Tessitura-a to f' sharp
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D. Other problems-soloist required to execute long sustained
florid lines with disjunct intervals in
moderate tempo
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